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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem 
The basic purpose of this study is to construct an instrument in 
the Bangala language to measure the school readiness of first grade 
children in the Belgian Congo. It is believed this can be obtained by 
studying the experiences of the children in relation to the various 
school materials with which they will came in contact during their first 
year of academic training. 
The proposed battery of tests can be used by African teachers under 
proper supervision to determine the tyPe and scope of experiential back-
grounds possessed by their students in order to prepare a program of 
instruction adapted. to their needs. The author intends to use the 
results of this instrument to determine the most profitable learning 
groups into which all first grade children in the mission's school 
system of the Assemblies of God (Assembl~es de Dieu) of the Belgian 
Congo can be divided. It is hoped that the instrument, after due 
revision, will prove valuable to other school systems in the Belgian 
Congo. In fact, tests have been constructed with the hope that teachers 
in other countries of Africa will be able to use them by making the 
necessary language adaptation. 
Boston University 
.S•hool of Education' 
Librar;v.; 
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Justification of the problem 
According to the Belgian Congo Educational Program the children 
who have', successfully completed the first two years of academic instruc-
tion at the elementary school level are grouped into two divisions of 
instruction depending on their scholastic ability. The more capable 
learners, at the commencement of their third year, follow the 11selec-
tionn~11 or selected course of study with emphasis on the academi.c. At 
the same time, the slower learners are grouped in the 11 ordinaire 11 or 
ordinary course of study with the emphasis on practical or technical 
training. Up to the present time this classification of students has 
been determined primarily by data obtained from the teachers' evaluation 
of the academic achievement of each child. Such data is often unrelia 
due to the various human factors which influence the African teachers' 
evaluation of the pupil's achievement. Consequently, this system of 
determining the group into which a third-grade child should belong is 
not satisfactory to many supervisors: of Congo schools. Therefore, it 
would seem advisable to have other data upon v.rbich the supervisor can 
depend, as well as the achievement records of each child. 
It is anticipated that the test data obtained by the proper inter-
pretation of the results of the school entrance test of this study shall 
provide valuable information concerning each child's background of 
experiences, his capacity for learning, his aptitudes and interests. By 
administering the test at the beginning of the child's formal academic 
training, information can be provided early enough to guide the super-
visor and teacher in knowing what to expect of each child in terms of 
3 
academic achievement, how to adapt the instruction to meet individual 
dif'ferences, and ho·w to deal with the children 1 s adjustment problems so 
that a greater degree of efficiencY: :in learning can be realized. 't-Ji.th 
the proper application of the test findings :into the academic program, 
each child should be better prepared by the end of the second year of 
instruction for his third year of study, which at present often proves 
very d:i.ff:i.cult for Congo children. Also :i. t is to be expected that the 
grouping of the. children at the start of the program of formal educat 
according to their capacities and background of experiences should be 
helpful :in predicting the classification :into which each student will 
fall before the beginning of his third year of study. In other -vmrds, 
an observant supervisor could foretell with a great deal of accuracy 
the students who would be better suited for the 11selectionne 11 course of 
study and those who would profit more from the 11 ordinaire 11 course •. 
The plan wi1ich the author intends to use as a follow-up program 
based upon the test results :is explained more thoroughly in Chapter IV 
of thi.s thesis. 
It should be stated also that this study is further justified by 
the values which many educational authorities believe are obtained by 
the evaluation of a beginner 1 s readiness for learning, regardless of the 
ll 
culture from which he comes. Hildreth states, 
11Exploring the readiness traits of all beginners 
.is recommended as the first step in instruction so that 
the teacher can understand each pupil and work with him 
1/ Hildreth, Gertrude. Readiness for School Beginners. Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company. 1950. p. 42. 
as an indiVidual. Through the diagnostic study o£ child 
behavior the teacher can discever every pupil's learning 
abilities as early as possible and make the cllildren' s 
:first weeks at school happy and productive." 
Many £actors must be considered in determining a child's general 
readiness £or :formal academic instruction. What are the most important 
£actors? What instrument o£ measurement can be used most e££ectively 
~o measure the degree to which a child possesses the various traits and 
skills involved in these £actors? 
In attempting to answer these questions, the material included in 
this study is based on the opinions and research e£-recognized author-
i.ties in the :fields concerning reading and aritbmetic readi.ness. and 
physical and personality £actors contributing to adjustment and achieve-
ment in the :first grade. No such studies have been made in African 
education so the author has attempted to adapt the res~ts o£ available 
research to the African culture. 
Consequently, the £ollowi.ng £actors related to general readiness 
have been the basis £or the construction o£ the various sub-tests: 
(1) linguistic maturity, (2) visual memory and perception, (3) phonic 
readiness, (4) audi.tory discrimination, (5) learning rate, (6) number 
knowledge and readiness, (7) mental maturity, (8) personality adjustment, 
(9) motor coordi.nation, and (10) physical £actors--auditory and visual 
acuity. 
Linguistic maturity is used in this study to mean the child's 
ability to express his ideas, his range o£ vocabulary, his classi.£ication 
• 
• 
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of words according to meaning, and his ability to understand directions. 
Visual memory and perception is defined as the ability to identify, 
remember, and match language symbols, and to identify objects named 
with pictures. 
Phonic readiness is used to mean the ability to identify the name 
and sound of a letter with its symbol, and to know a letter symbol by 
its name. 
Auditory discrimination is defined as the ability to perceive 
similarities in the beginning sounds of words, and to identify and 
imitate sounds. 
Learning rate is used to mean the number of words the child can 
identify qy sight three hours after a twenty-minute teaching period. 
Number knowledge and readiness is defined as the ability to under-
stand basic quantitative concepts and number meanings so that a child 
may move forward in the study of meaningful arithmetic. 
Mental maturity is the capacity which a child has to adapt himself 
to school tasks which require thinking, reasoning, listening, and 
remembering powers essential to learning during the first grade. 
Personality adjustment is taken to mean the social and emotional 
adjustment which a child possesses preparing him to participate success-
fully with his peers in school actiVities and learnings. 
Motor coordination is used to mean the skill of copying figures, 
letters and words. It also includes the skill of reproducing number 
symbols. 
6 
Phvsical factors -
a. Auditory acuity is the ability to hear the ticking of a watch 
held at a distance of about three feet from the ear of the subject, and 
also to hear accurately words or numbers whispered by the examiner. 
b. Visual acuity means the possession of normal vision as 
measured by the Eames Eye Test~ published by World Book Company. 
c. Good physical condition refers to the beginner's indication of 
possessing the vitality and al~rtness that accompanies good health, of 
being reasonably free from tropical diseases and parasites. This 
condition shall be ascertained by an examination given by a competent 
nurse. 
A preview of the study 
Chapter II presents a review of the literature and research in the 
area of factors involved in a child's readiness for comraencing his first 
year of formal study. This research has been the basis for the con-
., 
struction of the various sub-tests of the measuring instrument presented 
in this study. 
Chapter III deals with the construction of the tests and 
directions for their administration. 
Chapter IV concludes the presentation of this study discussing 
the possible interpretation of the test results, the evaluation of the 
validity and reliability .of the various tests and their items, and the 
plans for revision and standardization. Also·in this chapter are the 
author's plans of using the test results in the schools under her 
supervision • 
........................................ --
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE .. ll'l'ERATURE AND RESEARCH 
Much has been written concerning the various factors involved 
in general school readiness particularly in the field of reading readi-
ness. A great deal of research has also been done on problems of 
different aspects of school readiness. A brief summary of the work done 
on problems directly related to the one presented in this study follows: 
I. LITERATURE .AND RESEARCH ON GENERAL READINESS 
JJ 
Hildreth states that the factors contributing to adjustment and 
achievement in the first grade are: mental maturity, perceptual 
maturity, sensory acuity, linguistic maturity, social and emotional 
adjustment, background of experience, and physical condition. 
g) 
In the Metropolitant Readiness Test by Hildreth and Griffiths the 
traits measured directly or indirectly according to the authors are: 
linguistic maturity, visual and auditory perception, number knowledge 
and readiness, information about COltllnon objects, the ability to pay 
attention and to follow directions, the ability to handle paper and 
pencil, and ability to sustain interest in looking at pictures and 
responding to them. 
l} Hildreth, Gertrude. op. cit. pp. 12-17. 
GJ Hildreth, Gertrude and Griffiths, Nellie. Metropolitarr.Readiness 
Test. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company. 1949. 
II. READING READINESS 
l/ 
'Witty in 1936 contended for maturation before a child begins to 
read. He emphasized also the need that a child must have for reading is 
a reliable indicator of' his readiness for approaching the printed page. 
?) 
Gray stated seven prerequisites to reading: we:ce: wide experience, 
reasonable facility in the use of' ideas, reasonable command of' simple 
English sentences, relatively wide speaking vocabulary, accuracy in 
enunciation and pronunciation, reasonable accuracy in auditory and 
discrimination, and a keen interest in learning to read. 
ll . 
Tuttle stated that reading readiness includes intellectual 
ment, physical development and personal development involving emotional 
stability and adjustment to the school situation. 
The most important £actors involved in readiness f'or reading 
'±/ 
according to Burton are: ( 1) Background of' rich and varied 
·(2) suf'f'icient mental capacity, (3) varied intellectual abilities, 
(4) f'avorable attitudes and interests, (5) adequate auditory and visual 
perception, (6) adequate facility in oral language, (7) normal emotional 
and social adjustments, and (8) important physical £actors --motor 
control, nor.mal vision and hearing, adequate health and vitality. 
JJ Witty, Paul and Kopel, David. 11Preventing Reading Disability: The 
Reading Readiness Factor, 11 Edu~ational Administration and Supervision, 
(September, 1936), 22:401-418. 
?) Gray, William S. 11The Teaching of' Reading: A Second Report, 11 
Thirty-Sixth Yearbook, Part I of' the National Society f'or the Study of' 
Education, Bloomington: Public School Publishing Company. 67:81-85, 193 
lf Tuttle, 
(September, 
'£/ Burton, 
Appleton-C 
Florence P. "What Is Reading Readiness? 11 Grade Teacher, 
1946), 64:28. 
William H. The Guidance of Learning Activities. New York: 
Cro.fts Inc. 1944. • 158-159. 
---~------------------------------------------------
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Strang and Bracken in commenting on the nature of readiness state: 
"Many factors are invo~ved in readiness to read: 
physica~, emotio~, soeia~., intel~ectua~ and environmental. 
Pre-schoo~ experiences with things, places, and peop~e; a 
desire to ~earn; interest in books; security in his re~ation­
ships with parents; abi~ity to ta~k about his experiences 
and understand what others say; a~~ of these p~ay an impor-
tant part in readiness for reading. A chi~d is not ready 
to read if he has Visua~ defects that cause .strain or 
discomfort when he tries to see ~kenesses and differences 
in words. He is not ready to read if he cannot distinguish 
simi~ sounds and note their differences. He is .not ready 
to read if he has not ~earned to pay attention, to re~ate 
events in sequence, and to remember simple directions; he 
needs to grow menta~zy. He is not ready to read if he has 
no desire to hear· and tell steries or to find out what those 
bhck marks on paper say. He is not ready to read if he 
comes to sehoo~ rebellious, fearfu and uncooperative. 11 
A. Linguistic matu.rj, ty 
The importance of language background as it is re~ated to reading 
. zJ 
readiness is indicated by the Hilliard and Troxell study of 1937. In 
interpreting the resu~ts obtained f'rom the inventory, the authors con-
c~uded that c~dren with rich background in ~nguage are more strongzy 
equipped to attack the printed page than chi~dren of meager backgrsund. l/ . 
Durrell, as the resu~t of a study conducted in 1934, conc~uded 
that c~dren should have an adequate meaning vocabulary before they 
attack the printed page. 
1/ Strang, Ruth and Bracken, Dorothy. Making Better Readers. Boston: 
D. o. Heath and Company. 19.57.. p. 367. 
Hilliard, G. H. ar:rl Troxell, Eleanor. 11Informationa~ Background as 
Factar in Reading Readiness and Reading Progress, 11 Eleme?tary Schoo~ 
(December, 1937), 38:2.5.5.;;.263. 
"A Vocabuhry for Corrective Reading,n 
(Apri~. 1934), 9:106-9. 
-
10 
1/ 
Betts suggests that development of reading ability is primarily 
a problem in language. Background of experience makes language meaning-
ful, he states, and should be provided before an attempt is made to 
teach the children associations between symbols which stand for ide~s 
and meanings. 
1. Vocabulary 
Quite a number of studies have been undertaken in the past four 
decades of the words used most commonly in the pre-primers and primers 
of the American School System. y 
Selke and Selke studied books on the primer level in 1922 and 
1930 and discovered that only 38 words were common to all twelve reading 
methods which were reviewed for the study. 
3) 
In 1926 Gates published .a list of 4,300 wo~~ which included 
1±/ 
2,500 wo~s from Thorndike's word count, selected by interest and 
utility value. This list was considered a suitable reading vocabulary 
for the primary grades by Gates. 
'JJ Betts, Ermnett A. 11Factors in Readiness for Reading, 11 Educational 
Administration and Supervision, (April, 1943), 29:199. 
?j Selke, Erich and Selke, G.A. 11A Study of the Vocabularies of 
Beginning Books in Twelve Reading Methods, 11 Elementary School Journal, 
(June, 1922), 22:745-49. 
3} Gates, .A.. I. 11The Construction of .a Reading Vocabulary for Primary 
Grades, 11 Teachers College Record, (March, 1926), 27:625-642. 
lj_j Thorndike, E. L. The Te~cher 1 s Word Book. New York: Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1921. 
11 
11 
Hockett and Neeley found different words in 33 primers which 
they studied in 1936. that there was a trend to minimize 
the vocabulary load but of vocabulary used in primers varied 
widely. 
Many recognized authori in the field of reading are of the 
?J 
opinion expressed by Stone vocabulary used in first grade 
reading books is too narrowly and that a restricted vocabu-
lary retards growth in reading. 
11 
Gray and Holmes intelligence is a highly ~ .... 1:::o ..... _.~....,d..uul 
ljj 
factor affecting vocabulary MCKee emphasizes the impor-
tance of experiential im-relation to the development of a 
child's vocabulary. 
2} 
MOnroe suggests equate program for specific vocabulary 
training should be provided 
2} the child's academic experiences. 
¥ullman relates how the of words can be built by dramatic 
1./ Hockett, 
Readers, 11 :!:!::!::S::!!!:!::l:!~:J/....22!~lliU~¥:!~:t 
"Vocabularies of Twenty-Eight 
(January, 1937), 37:344-352. 
?J Stone, 
Elementary 
s of Twenty Pre primers, " 
t 1941), 41:423-9. 
1/ of Meaning Vocabularies· 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·· Chicago: 
ljj McKee, Paul. 
Boston: 
2/ Monroe, Marion. 
Chicago Press, 19.32. 
Chicago: University of 
2./ Millman, Ellen. "How •• "''""~.J~ .. 5 and other Aids to learning ¥Jay Be 
Coordinated to Promote Growth and through Reading, 11 Keeping Reading 
Programs Abreast of the Times, Supplementary Educational Monograph, 
(October, 1950), 72:45-49. 
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play, games, stories and musi.c. From these sources the child can 
experience vicariously the ffcance of word meanings and thus enri.ch 
his vocabulary. also be provided by contact 
w:i th nature and 
1/ 
Adams stresses the of administering tests to evaluate 
the vocabulary background children. She states: 
11We need, fi.rst , to know the children, their 
experiences, their home a comm.u.ni.ty background, and the 
persistent life situations which they are facing. Then 
we must analyze the acti.vities that may be a part 
of these experiences and "'.L •• u...... , and identify the 
materials we can use in attitudes and skills 
needed to meet th~se and situations. 11 
1:./ 
Sangren reported on a bat 
of determining the general q 
children." The vocabulary of 
Word Li.st. 
purpose of diagnosis. 
(3) vocabulary, (4) social and 
(6) language and literature. 
groupi.ng of the children for 
concludes: 
placement 
Adams, Elsie W. 
o:f Reading Materials, 11 
Educational Mo 
Gates, op. cit. 
of tests built 11for the purpose 
of information of young 
l/ 
taken from Gates Pri.mar; 
of :information :for the 
(1) nature, (2) numbers, 
vie information, (5) household, and 
results were primarily used for 
efficient instruction. Sangren 
relationship between scores obtai.ned and 
for Young Children, 11 Childhood 
1/ 
Enright constructed a 
different categories. 
classifying words. 
evident were nature, 
?) 
In 1950'Bannon did a 
meaning they have for 
She analyzed 
and classified the words 
children was used in the 
usions were that there 
enrichment should be 
1/ 
Genua constructed and 
first grade 
Enright, Elisabeth L. liThe 
ng Vocabulary in Relation 
1 s thesis, Boston Unive 
13 
in which she used 253 words in 15 
a definite relationship between the 
n and ag~ older children being better 
difference was noted between children 
There was also little difference betvreen 
Fields in which inadequate knowledge 
, wild animals, far.m and birds. 
of kindergarten children to determine 
which appear in first-grade 
used from 11 different publishing 
experience fields. A population 
and 100 words were tested. Her 
in which the word knowledge of 
adequate, that a program of word 
and intensify word meaning and 
in the kindergarten·program. 
a::o.test to me~;~.sure the background 
covering various sections of ~-.the 
the categories best known in all 
, food, and clothing. Dramatic play 
lysis of Kindergarten Childrents 
First Grade Reading Needs • 11 Unpublished 
, School of Etlucation, 1943. 
;ODlPiiebLenLsive Problems in the Kindergarten. u 
University School of Education, 1950. 
an Instrument 
n.u Unpubli 
14 
and science were least known ar.d no area was so well known that it 
could be deleted from the curr~cul~o 
1/ 
Pressey concluded from a study which she made in 1926 that there 
is a very definite correlation between vocabulary and reading achieve-
ment. Good readers had signi.f1cantly larger vocabularies than poor 
readers. 
2. Word meaning and clas ification 
?:./ 
In 194.5 Traxler concluded from his study that the Hord Meaning 
score is a better predictor of achievement than the I. Q. as measured 
by the Kuhlman-Anderson Intell.gence Test. He found a correlation of 
.780 (±.027) between the Word faning test scores and the general 
achievement test results. He tates, "Teachers could vlell place more 
emphasis on teaching vocabular~ to improve achievement of elementary 
school pupils." 
I) 
According to the Lewinski.l study, verbal capacities have a positive 
relationship to educational at·ainment. There seems to be much evidence 
to substan~iate the conclusion that linguistic maturity is an important 
factor in reading readiness. 
1./ Pressey, Louella C. nspeOJ fie Elements Making for Proficiency in 
Silent Reading When General Intelligence Is Constant, 11 School and 
I Society, (November, 1926), 24:j89o 
?J Traxler, Arthur. "The Rel-jtionship between Vocabulary and General 
Achievement in the Elementary ;chool, n Elementary School Journal, 
(February, 194.5), 4.5:331-333· J 
1/ I.ewinski., R. J. nvocabula y and Mental lY"Jeasurement: A QUa.n~it.:a:'t<ive 
Investigation and Review of Re earch, 11 Journal of Genetic Psychology, 
(1948), 72:277. 
~~~~==~=========+===================+===== 
i 
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B. Visual· memory and perception 
l/ 
Acomb concluded from his study in 1936 that Visual discrimination 
is one of the highly significant factors in relation to reading ability' 
and that Visual and auditory factors are significantly related to 
spelling ability. 
?:./ 
From a study undertaken by Junkins in 1940, the conclusion was 
made that: 
11There are a large number of indications that differences 
in word perception are found in great frequency in persons 
with reading difficulty. Reading without difficulty requires 
that ability to perceive clearly the characteristic•.·features 
of words. It is eVident that the ability to see likenesses 
and differences improves by specific teaching. 11 
lfJJXrphy 3) in 1943, in a study involving 540 first-grade children, 
evaluated the effect of the combination of specific exercises in audi-
tory and visual discrimination; the effect of specific exercises in 
auditory discrimination; and the effect of specific exercises in Visual 
discrimination on learning rate, reading score, the change in the child' 
usual perception of words, and the change in the child's auditory dis-
crimination between likenesses and differences in words. 
Some of the conclusions reached in this study were: (1) the 
differences between the results of the three types of experimental 
l/ Acomb, Allen. ustudy of the Psychological Factors in Reading and 
Spelling." Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1936. 
?J Junkins, Kathyrn. 11The Construction and Evaluation of Exercises for 
Developing Visual Discriniination in Beginning Reading. 11 Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, 194o.· 
Helen A. liThe Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
and Visual Discrimination of 11 
16 
teaching material were slight (2) the June reading achievement test 
scores showed the material in the f'ollo"Wing order of' increasing 
ef'f'ectiveness: visual training,auditory perception training, 
Visual and auditory perception combined. 
1/ 
Durrell and Murphy in the research conducted at Boston 
University in the f'ield tory discrimination f'actor in reading 
readiness commented: 
11It is interesting to note that special practice in 
visual discrimination of' elements brought gains that 
were comparable to ear t , although the combination 
of' the two yielded gains """''~"',..-; to either, even though 
the time f'or practice was in all groups. Apparently 
either type of' special in noting the structure of' 
words aids the child in to read •. 11 
?J 
In the McFarland study 
a .55 ! correlation with readi 
relation indicating a def'inite 
According to Harrington's 
relationship between Visua.l dis 
f'ound the dif'f'erence 
in visual discrimination 
critical ratio was 5.85. 
1/ Durrell, Donald D. and 
tion Factor in Reading Readi 
(May, 1953), 73:556-60. p. 558 
the visual perception f'actor showed 
achievement. This is a positive cor-
p between visual perception 
there is a def'inite positive 
tion and reading achievement. She 
of' those making high 
scores was 32:1; and the 
11The Auditory Discrimina-
Disability. 11 Education, 
y McFarland, Mary E. p of' Reading Readiness Factors 
to Success in Beginning Reading 11 . Unpublished Master t s thesis, Boston 
University School of' Education, 1947.· 
Harrington, Mary James, Relationship of' Certain irlord Analysis 
the Reading Achi nt of' Second Grade Children. 11 
ctor•s thesis n~c,Tr\~ University School of' Education, 1953 
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It is eVident £rom these that the visual perception £actor 
is an important one in reading 
be overlooked that visual and tory discrimination seem to be very 
~losely related one to the o in aiding the child to read. 
C. Phonic readiness 
1/ 
Dolch and Bloomster, on the results o£ a study made in 
the use o£ phonics and the general 
maturity o£ a child as shown intelligence test, concluded: 
(1) The relation between mental maturity and the use o£ phonics is re-
markably high, (2) Children mental age sometimes £ail to acquire 
phonic ability but children age are certain to £ail, 
I 
(3) Mental age o£ 7 .years seems to be the lowest at which a child can 
be expected to use phonics, (4) Ear training, which is the basis o£ 
phonics, may begin early, and ) The schools .. are expecting results £rom 
phonic teaching £ar too soon. 
gj 
Harrington concluded that there is a high positive relationship 
between knovJledge o£ phonetics reading achievement. The correlation 
was .322 which was higher than one obtained £or auditory discrimi-
nation but lower than the Vis discrimination correlation. She found 
no positive correlation between mental age and reading achievement. 
Y Dolch, Edward and Bloomster Maurine. 11Phonic Readiness. 11 
Elementary School Journal, (wn,~g~nho·~, 19.37), 38:201-205. 
~/ Harrington, op. cit. 
18 
later studies ual.iu~.ate Harrington's findings and indicate 
gj 
others relevant to the phonics As reported by Olson: 
111. September tests Wli~Ju.u~~ measure knowledge of 
letter mwmes provide1the best predictions of 
February success All such tests 
show higher c reading achieve-
ment than does 
2. February tests various types of ability 
in phonics show the .,...L,:;~~"" correlations with 
reading achievement. 
These findings seem to the importance of phonic readiness 
It is to be noted that this factor, 
according to the most recent is more important than the mental 
maturity factor as related to readiness. 
D. 
The that visual and auditory discrimina 
are highly significant factors relation to reading ability. He con-
eluded that both factors are nitely interrelated, each recalling 
the other automatically during reading process. 
!±I 
Murphy's study showed auditory perception 
At every measuring period auditory and Visual discriminat~on 
exercises had been given, groups showed significant 
y Ibid. 
?J Olson, Arthur V. Word Perception Abilities as It Relates 
to Success in Beginning Reading 11 Journal of Education, (February, 1 
Vol. 140, No. 3. p. 36. 
'jj Acomb, op. cit. 
!:±/ Murphy, op. cit. 
19 
superiority in reading to the control group. In comparing 
the experimental groups this superior-
i ty to be in the f'ollowing ra visual-19:12; auditory-19:19, and 
the combined visual and audit 21:46. y 
McFarland's evaluation showed a .65s±(P.E •• 039) 
correlation between auditory and reading achievement. 
?J 
Crossley concluded, as a of' her study in relation to the 
analysis of' word elements f'ollm~ng: speed of' articulation, 
ability and reading achievement. Also, a def'inite relationship of' audi-
JJ McFarland, op. cit. 
of' the Eff'ect of' Lantern Slides on 
of' Word Elements. 11 Unpublished 
School of' Educati~n, 1948. 
of' Auditory 
B 
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:!.I 
Harrington found a slight positive relationship between mental 
age and reading achievement but a definitely positive relationship 
between auditory discrimination and reading achievement. In comparing 
the difference between the means of the high and low scorers in the 
reading achievement in auditory discrimination she found the ratio to 
be 18:10 and the critical ratio to be 2. ?4. 
:?:./ 
In the Murphy and Junkins study the discovering was made that the 
learning rate was twice as great in the experimental groups after train-
ing in visual and auditory discrimination exercises as before. 
These findings of research strongly indicate the significance which 
auditory discrimination has among the reading readiness factors. 
E. Learning· rate 
J./ 
Gavel concluded, after studying the relationships between June 
reading achievements of 1,506 first-grade children and their September 
and February test scores that, ~September tests which best predict June 
reading achievement are: writing letters dictated, naming letters, 
identif'ying letters names, and learning rate for words." 
!±I 
In the Murphy and Junkins study, the learning rate was used in 
testing the reading ability of children before and after the training 
period in visual and auditory discrimination. It was discovered in this 
study that the learning rate of a child can be improved by such training 
1/ Harrington, op. cit. 
£./ Murphy, Helen A. and Junkins, Kathyrn. uincreasing the Rate of 
ing in First Grade Reading. 11 Education, (September, 1941), 62:37-39· 
1/ Gavel, Sylvia R. 11June Reading Achievements of First Grade Children 
(February, 1958), Vol. 140, No. 3. p. 42 . 
• cit. 
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1/ 
McFarland used the learning rate as one of the reading readiness 
factors tested in relation to reading achievement. Of the three factors 
tested in relation to reading achievement; namely, visual, auditory, 
and learning rate, the learning rate had the highest correlation w.i.th 
reading achievement. The correlations were as follows: learning 
rate .666±(P.E. 0.39); auditory .655±(P~E •• 039); and visual .55± 
(P .E ... 047). y 
As to the values of testing learning rate in reading, Durrell 
states: 
11 The first and most obvious test to be made is that 
of learning rate in· reading. The best way to see if a 
child can remember words taught is to teach him some words 
and see if he can remember them. This is much more direct 
than measuring his mental ability or computing his score 
on reading-readiness tests and then trying to predict his 
reading readiness from them. 11 
It is worthwhile to note the various factors which authors of dif-
ferent reading-readiness tests consider important for their predictive 
value in relation to reading achievement. 
3) ljj 
The Monroe Reading Aptitude Test measures, according to the author, 
the following factors: (1) visual--including recognition of orienta 
ocular-motor control and attention, and visual memory of forms; (2) 
tory--word discrimin~tion, sound blending, auditory memory; (3) motor--
speed; (5) language--vocabulary, classification, sentence length; 
1/ McFarland, op. cit. 
?) Durrell, Donald D. Jirmroving Reading Instruction. Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1956. p. 49. 
3) Monroe, Marion. }Jonroe Reading Aptitude Test. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company. 1935. 
ljj 
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and (6) laterality--to determine handt eye and £oot pre£erence. 
1../ 
The Gates Reading-Readiness Test includes £ive sub-tests which 
are classi£ied as £ollo~re: picture directions; word-matching; word-card 
matching; rhyming; and reading letters and numbers. 
In reporting on the results o£ a study by Gates, Bond and Russell, 
?) 
Gates states: 
11The best tests £or predicting reading progress 
were: (a) tests o£ word recognition; (b) tests o£ 
ability to complete a partially told story; (c) tests 
o£ giving words which end with or begin with the same 
sound; (d) tests o£ blending word sounds given orally; 
(e) tests o£ reading letters o£ the alphabet; and 
(£) ratings o£ previous instruction in reading." 
2/ 
In the Murphy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading-Readiness Test, the 
£ollowing £actors are measured: auditory, visual and learning rate. 
The auditory test measures auditory discr~nation with respect to 
initial consonants, £inal consonants, initial blends and rhymes. The 
visual test measures the child's ability to remember letters and words 
shown to him on £lash cards ·and to be able to identi£y them on his test 
paper by encircling the right one out o£ £ive choices £or each card 
shown. The learning rate involves the teaching o£ ten words to groups 
o£ ten children. One hour a£ter the teaching period a test is given to 
see how many o£ the ten words each child has remembered, then in the 
middle o£ the school day another test is given and the results recorded. 
!./ Gates, .Arthur I. Gates Reading-Readiness Test. New York: Bureau 
o£ Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University. 1939. 
2J Gates, Arthur I. "Methods o£ Determining Reading Readiness. 11 
Elementary School Journal, (November, 1939), 40:165-7. 
Durrell, Donald D. MurY:hy-Durrell Diagnostic 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, Nework:World Book Company. 
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A third testing period follows at the close of the school day and the 
number of words remembered at the last testing is the child's learning 
rate. 
There are certain factors which are tested in all of these uH nil". 
readiness tests such as visual perception and auditory discrimination. 
III. ARITHMETIC READINESS 
1/ 
Sueltz statea that arithmetic readiness involves the cooperation 
of all those factors which combine to enable a child to explore and 
study mathematics profitably. He continues: 
"We do not know much about this, but we are reasonably 
sure that some of the factors involve: a. sufficient 
physical and mental maturity to interpret an experience 
or to sense a situation. b. an ability to discriminate 
size, quantity or magnitude." y 
Thorndike declared that the four meanings of number were: 
series meaning, collection meaning, ratio meaning, and relational 
meaning. 
All of: these meanings seem to be definitely related to the study 
of number and, in particular, to • arithmetic readiness. In order £or 
a child to move forward in the study of number, he must understand the 
basic concepts and meanings of arithmetic. 
A. Number knowledge and readiness 
1/ 
tvoody concluded from the results obtained from an inventory test 
1/ Sueltz, Ben A. "Arithmetic Readiness and Curriculum Construction. 11 
The ]!Ja.thematics Teacher, (October, 1937), 30:290. 
gj Thorndike, E~ L. The Psychology of Arithmetic. New York: The 
Macmillan Company. 1927. 
1 I Woody, C. "Arithmetical Backgrounds of Young Children. 11 Jolltrnal of 
Educational Research, (October, 19,31), 24:188-201. 
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given in 39 different schoo1 systems in 1929 that children have much 
ability in arithmetic before :f'orma1 instruction is begun. This know1edge 
is not limited to counting and adding combinations• but inciudes an 
elementary knowledge of fractions, types of measurements, money, and an 
understanding of processes demanded in so1ving verba1 problems. 
In a study undertaken with young chi1dren of nursery school age, 
!I 
Langdon found that the most important acts in the school life had to 
do with quantitative terms. The conc1usion was made also that in the 
kindergarten the concepts of space, time, distance, quantity, and 
counting were well-developed in the minds of many of the young chi1dren 
tested. 
£../ 
Russell in 1936, as a resu1t of a study which he did concerning 
1/ 
the arithmetic concepts of children, refuted the opinions of Thorndike 
~/ . 
Dewey as to the importance of counting in beginning forma1 arith-
He stated: 
"The responses from the younger children show that 
counting was not essentia1 for the child to comprehend 
comp1ex mathematic situations of~ ani 1ess. The 
child understands terms relating to differences of 
quantity before mastering any other concept used in 
elementary ari thm.etic. 11 
Differences in Teaching in Nursery 
New York~ Th~ Jo~ .l?~Y ·.: . 
lf.Arithmetic Concepts of Children. 11 Journal of 
~~~~.!:!::!:::!::..~~~._(May, 1936), 29;647-66). . 
"Some Remarks on the Psychology o:f Number.u 
(January, 1898), 5:426-434. 
• 
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1/ 
Rosenquist in 1949 contended that rote counting alone, except 
:from memorizing the order o:f number names, makes no contribution to 
ari thrnetic development. But when rro.mber names are applied to objects 
in counting (rational counting), this is the :found~tion o:f all arith-
metic !earning. 
J:./ 
Mott 1 s survey indicated that rote counting is not a necessary 
prelude to object counting. It was :found that one-hal:f o:f the number 
o:f children involved in the survey could count objects beyond their 
rote counting. 
ll 
Hildreth re:fers to the extensive number experiments with young 
l.±/ 
children carried on abroad by Dr. Decroly and Mne. Degand. These 
Belgian pedagogues discovered the sequential stages in the development 
o:f number concepts during childho~d and observed how readily children 
-·' 
make their own number discoveries when they have su:f:ficient stimulation 
and opportunity to do so. 
1/ Rosenquist, Lucy L. Young Children Learn to Use Arithmetic. 
Boston: G:inn and Company. 1949. 
?:./ Mott, Sina M. 11 Number Concepts o:f Small Children, 11 The Mathematics 
Teacher, (November, 1945), 38:291-301. 
1} Hildreth, op. cit.pp. 337-364. 
'±/ Decroly, M. and Degand, J. 11L1 evolution des notions de quanti tes 
continues et discontinues chez l•en:fant. 11 12:81-121 • 
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Other conclusions which Russell derived from his experiment were 
that a child 4t to 5 years of age readily understands the terms most, 
both, biggest, while words denoting same and equal are not understood 
at this age. The seven-year-old uses the terms many, most and~ 
?:./ 
and understands their meaning. The findings of Decroly and Degand 
support these conclusions. 
11 
Dogherty in her study of the arithmetic vocabulary and number 
knowledge of kindergarten children, tested the value of a planned 
for building number concepts. She concluded that the concepts of time, 
soace, and measure are not of special interest to children at t~is time. 
Her experiment showed that, among the many concepts tested, the concepts 
of longest, shortest, circle, tallest, outside, beside, biggest, and too 
were known by all of the children tested. There were five concepts 
which tv-ere knotm by less than 50 per cent of the group, namely, third, 
farthest, fifth, autumn. triplets. 
!±I 
Bunker constructed an arithmetic readiness test for beginning 
first graders in which she tested the number vocabulary and knowledge 
of arithmetical concepts of 624 pupils in the Manchester, Ne~ Hampshire 
public schools. Among the various abilities measured were the ability 
to count by rote by ones to 100, count objects to 20, identifY monetary 
coins, tell the relative value of these coins, associate picture 
1/ Russell, op. cit. p. 656. 
gj Decroly and Degand, op. cit. 
11 Dogherty, Frances A. "The Evaluation of a J?lanned Program for 
Building Number Concepts in the Kindergarten. u Unpublished Master 1 s 
Boston Uni ty School of Education. "1951. 
Anna G and Arithmetic Re 
er 1 s thesis 
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groupings of number with semi-abstract groupings, reproduce in semi-
abstract form picture groupings of number, identify number groupings in 
picture and semi-abstract formations,associate the abstract number 
symbols with the corresponding number of objects in picture groupings, 
supply the missing numbers in a series, form legible figures from 1 to 
10 inclusive, tell time by the hour and the half-hour, solve simple oral 
problems involving the four fundamental arithmetical processes. 
11 
Bunker found that 76 per cent of the children could count by rote 
to more than 19, and 78 per cent could count to more than fifteen 
objects and up to twenty. She also discovered that first grade ch; ldren 
who have had kindergarten training have more meaningful number·concepts 
than those who have had no kindergarten training, and that pupils with 
higher mental ages made better scores on both indiVidual and group tests 
Bunker concluded that pupils entering the first grade are more 11ready" 
to begin arithmetical instruction than many first grade teadhers realize 
?) 
Hildreth listed the most important factors in number readiness as: 
(1) mental ability, maturation in abstract thinking; (2) Vision, hearing, 
perception, memor,y span, and other specific mental factors that also 
contribute to learning to read; (3) sensorimotor factors which are 
related to learning to read and write numbers; (4) range of information 
?) Hildreth, op. cit. pp. 337-364. 
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and background of number experiences; (5) interest in numbers; and 
(6) initiative, attention, and other social, emotional and personal 
qualities. 
1) 
Brownell stresses the importance of meaning in the arithmetic 
experiences of a child. He believes that readiness is a product of 
experience rather than a matter of inner maturation. Experience in real 
life means 11meaningfu111 or 11significant 11 arithmetic. 
Most authorities seem to emphasize the ability to understand basic 
quantitative concepts as important to arithmetic readiness. Ability to 
count objects seems more important than rote counting according to receni 
studies. Number meanings from one to ten or from one to ~wenty , 
depending on the school system's curriculum, also appear to be related 
to good preparedness for beginning first-grade arithmetic. 
rlf. :MENTAL MA.TURITY y 
Hildreth has listed mental maturity as one of the factors contri-
buting to adjustment and achievement in the first grade. She states: 
nThe capacity to think, to reason,,_ to learn, to 
observe, to be curious, to remember, to follow directions, 
and to deal with ideas on a siX-year level of understand-
ing is essential to learning during the first grade.n 
3) 
Burton states that "sufficient mental capacity11 is one of the 
reading readiness factors essential to academic achievement. 
1) Brownell, 'U-Jilliam A. 11The Place of Meaning in the Teaching of 
.Arithmetic. 11 Elementary School Journal, (January, 1947), 47:256. 
gj Hildreth, op. cit. p. 12. 
1/ Burton, op. cit. p. 173. 
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1:_/ 
Betts, 1 in listing the factors which he considers important in 
reading readiness, includes mental maturity in his l:ist of eighteen 
mentioned. y 
The Gray and Holmes study indicated the relationship of intelli-
genae to vocabulary development so much so that the authors concluded 
that intelligence is a highly significant factor in vocabulary develop-
ment. 
Although recent studies have indicated that intelligence is not a 
significant factor in predicting reading achievement, it does play an 
important part in general readiness for academic learning. This con-
l/ 
elusion is substantiated by the Bunker study findings in relationship 
to arithmetic readiness. 
1:±/ 
Hildreth in the Metropolitan~ Readiness Test included a "Drawing 
a Man Test 11 to indicate the stage a child has reached in perception and 
motor control. The test manual states that this test measures the 
mental maturity of the child. 
2/ 
MOnroe states that, 11 ••• reading~readiness tests, being designed to 
measure skills especially needed in reading, correlate substantially witb 
intelligence tests since some of the same types of abilities are meai':iu..L-.,u 
in both. 11 
lJ Betts, Emmett A. Foundations of Reading Instruction. Boston: 
American Book Company. 1946. p. 115. 
2J Gray and Holmes, op. cit. 
}/ Bunker, op. cit. 
1:±/ Metropolitan Readiness Test, op. cit. 
2/ ¥10nroe, Marion. Growing into Reading. New York: Scott, Foresman, 
and Company. 1951. j>_· 237. 
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The value of mental maturity measurement lies chiefly in its 
contribution to the information of' the teacher so that she may have 
same idea of' the capacity f'or achievement which each one of' her pupils 
has. 
V. PERSONALITY ADJUSTMENT 
1/ 
In 1933 Stagner stated that personality factors have marked 
influence on the correlation of' aptitude and achievement. 
?} 
Monroe lists 11emotional attitudes 11 as one of' the factors af'f'ecting 
readiness f'or learning. She writes, 11A ·child 1 s emotional balance or 
imbalance has a very definite ef'f'ect upon his ability to learn and to 
retain what he has learned. 11 
11 
Hildreth included "social and emotional adjustment 11 among the 
factors contributing to achievement in the f1rst grade. 
ljj 
Russell, in discussing the relationship of' language arts to 
personality, stated, 11Ianguage is a f'orm of' behavior so closely related 
to mental and social development that it should be intimately related 
to personality. 
1J Stagner, Ross. 11Relation of' Personality to Academic Aptitudes and 
Achievement." Journal of' :&lucational Research, (May, 1933), 26:651-655. 
?} ¥ronroe, op. cit. p. 22. 
1/ Hildreth, op. cit. pp. 12-17. 
l±f Russell, DaVid H. "Interrelationship of' the language Arts and 
Personality." Elementary English, (March, 1953), 30:167-90. 
1/ 
In Smith 1 s summary of 136 studies dealing with readiness, 35 
titles are concerned with emotional social readiness. In a careful. y 
study of 22 cases of extreme reading disability, Robinson found nine 
cases with emotional difficulties as defined by a psychiatrist. 
1/ 
Spache studied retarded readers and stated that they appeared to 
be 11significantly more obviously aggressive and cocky, significantly 
less insightful, and less apt to accept or to acknOivledge blame. 11 
1±1 
Gates states that. personality difficulties are frequently, but nQt 
universally associated with reading difficulties. 
2/ 
The Detroit Adjustment Inventory measures the adjustment of primary 
. . 
children in four phases: physical, emotional, social, and ethical 
involving the child 1 s reactions to himself, to his school, to his 
and community. It also tests his moral reactipns as to telling the 
dependability, etc. 
1/ Smith, Nila B. "Readiness for Reading and Related Language .Arts. u 
Research Bulletin of National Conference on Research in English. 
National Conference ot the Teachers -of English. 1950. 
y Robinson, Helen M. 
and Remedial Treatment. 
WQY Pupils Fail in Reading: A Study of Causes 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1946. 
1/ Spache, George D. 11Personality Patterns of Retarded Readers. 11 
Journal of Educational Research, (February, 1957), 50:461-69. 
!:Jj Gates, Arthur I. 11 Role of Personality Maladjustment in Reading 
Disability. 11 Pedagogical Seminary, (September, 1941), LIX~??-83. 
jJ Detroit Adjustment Inventory. Bloomington, illinois: Public 
School Publishing Company. 1954. 
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1:_/ 
The California Test of Personality for the primary grades includes 
such measurements of personal security as self-reliance and withdrawal 
tendencies; measurements of social security such as school and family 
relations. 
£1 
In the Brennan study an adjustment inventor,y for primary grades 
was constructed for observation of the child's behavior in view of the 
following basic qualities: self-confidence, cooperation, self-reliance, 
concentration, responsibility, courtesy, initiative, friendliness, 
health, and emotional stability. 
It appears that the personality traits and social attitudes which 
a child has at.the beginning of his formal education will have a 
definite effect on his adjustment to school life. This adjustment, or 
lack of it, will determine to a certain extent his academic achievement. 
VI. MOTOR COORDINATION 
11 
Burton includes motor control as one of the important physical 
IJj 
factors involved in reading readiness. lli.ldreth states, "Children 
who have difficulty in cop~~ng tend to be slow in learning to write, 
since there is high correlation in the coordination required. 11 
!} California Test of Personality. Los Angeles, California: Califor-
nia Test Bureau. 1953. 
gj Brennan, Estelle M. et al. YAn Adjustment Inventory of Primary 
Grades. 11 Unpublished Master 1 s thesms. Boston University School of 
Education. 1956. 
1/ Burton, op. cit. pp. 173-194. 
ljj Hi.ldreth·,., op. cit. p. 85. 
JJ 
1/ 
In evaluating the results of the MOnroe Reading Aptitude Test, 
the author discovered that the motor tests 1 scores had a correlation 
of .)0 with reading achievement. These tests measure speed, steadiness, 
and writing skills. 
Due to the emphasis placed upon writing an:i copying skills in the 
European and African systems of education, the research done recently 
:?:./ 
in France is significant to this study. Simon, reviewing the studies 
done by Drs. Roudinesco and Trelat of France, states that these 
psychologists, observing 40 poor readers, noticed that motor troubles 
in writing and drawing 1..rere significant among the children tested. 
ll 
S~non ailiso states that Dr. Tannayts study of reading disabilities 
revealed the directional tendency from right to left that many children 
had. 
VII. PHYSICAL FACTORS 
':±! 
Strang, in discussing the nature of readiness, states, "A child is 
not ready to read if he has visual defects that cause strain or dis-
comfort when he.tries to see likenesses and differences in words. He 
is not ready to read if he cannot distinguish similar sounds and note 
their differences. " 
1/ MOnroe Reading Aptitude Test, op. cit. 
:?:./ Simon, J. "French Research in the Teaching of Reading arrl Writing. 11 
Journal of Educational Research, (February, 1957), 50:443-459. 
l/ Simon, Ibid. 
':±/ Strang, op. cit. pp. 6-7· 
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],_f 
Gates recommended that an eye test be given to each pupil before 
administering the reading-readiness tests. The purpose of the test 
would be to determine the children's visual acuity so that each pupil's 
general energy might be conserved and improvements in vision itself be 
made possible in time to children having defective vision. 
z./ 
Monroe makes the following observations in discussing the physical 
factors affecting reading readiness: 
"Many children have not only immature vision but 
visual defects of various kinds. which retard reading • 
•••• During the early months of the first grade, it is 
good to plan to have the school physician check the 
children's eyes for possible defects." 
1/ 
Monroe further states that hearing defects may hinder reading and 
a 11ticking watch 11 test should be used. 
!±/ 
In the Laurer study the conclusion was made that physical defects 
in hearing affect in great measure reading ability. Of the children 
tested in the Syracuse school system, 11.j% had impaired hearing. 
5./ 
In the Sprunt and Finger study which was reported in 1949, 692 
children were tested for hearing acuity, general ability and achievement. 
It was concluded that when hearing loss and academic achievement are 
1/ Gates, Arthur I. 11Ba.sal Principles in Reading Readiness Testing. 11 
Teachers College Record, (~938-39), 40:495. 
~ Monroe, M. Growing Into Reading, op. cit. pp. 55-59. 
1/ Ibid. 
!±/ Laurer, Frank A. "A Hearing Survey among .A. Group of Pupils of 
Syracuse Schools. 11 American Journal of Public Health, (November, 1928), 
18:1353-1360. 
5./ Sprunt, Julie W. and Finger, Frank W. 11Auditory Deficiency and 
Academic Achievement." Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 
(March, 1949), 14:26-32. 
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measured objectively, taking into consideration the intelligence factor, 
the hard-of-hearing child will progress more slowly in the typical 
school situation than will the normal hearing child. 
1/ 
Fiedler conducted a five year study and discovered that ?% of the 
children tested had hearing defects but only 13% of these children had 
been suspected by the teachers of having hearing difficulties. She 
concludes that the findings suggest the value of hearing tests for 
primary school children and the need of increased aw~reness among 
teachers of the possibility of hearing defects as a factor in school 
achievement and adjustment. y 
Biesheuvel, who has done considerable research among .A.fricans in 
the field of mental ability, commenting on the effect of malnutrition 
and other physical factors on the growth of intelligence states: 
llQua.litative malnutrition, if severe-, permanently 
impairs intelligence at all age levels, its effects being 
most maTked during the developmental period. If onlY 
moderate, it may have a depressing effect producing 
lassitude and lack of persistence in a test situation." 
1/ 
Biesheuvel relates his observation of the effects of malnutrition 
to intelligence testing. The relationship of intelligence to academic 
readiness and achievement has been discussed previously in th~s review. 
1/ Fiedler, Miriam F. 11Teacher's Problems with Hard-of-Hearing 
Children. 11 Journal of Educational Research, (April, 1949), 
42:618-622. 
gj Biesheuvel, s. A.frican Intelligence. Johannesburg, Union of South 
Af'rica, P.O. Box 97. 1943. P• 143. 
l/ Ibid." 
·<-•, 
Up to the present time research in tests and measurements in Africa 
has been confined largely to intelligence testing. Due to the cultural 
difficulties involved, existing intelligence measurements do not possess 
1/ 
rational a~,!ace validity for testing African children. Biesheuvel 
supports this,observation by his studies conducted in South Africa. He 
suggests that the content of tests should contain only items or pictures 
of objects with which the child has had a reasonable chance to familiar-
ize himself. 
g_j 
Biesheuvel also suggests that the emphasis in measurement in 
Africa be Shifted from inteiligence to readiness testing. He states: 
11
.A.s resources are :few and needs are great, it would 
be as well if, in the meantime, tests were used to determine 
at a very early stage which children have mora than average 
capacity to benefit from academic training and which ones 
are likely to cope successfully 1:dth skilled vmrk. The 
available vocational and academic training facilities could 
then be concentrated on groups known to have superior poten-
tialities for skilled and technical, or clerical admini-
strative and professional~work, thus producing a highly 
trained and competent body of people to meet the probable 
demand for this kind of personnel. The remainder could be 
given schooling at an elementary level, sufficient to 
insure literacy for as many Africans as it is possible to 
reach and to proVide foundations :for such later education 
or training as circumstances may permit and demand. 11 
1/ Ibid. 
y Biesheuvel, S. 11The stuc!y of African .A.bility. 11 African Studies, 
Volume II. Numbers 2 and 3, 1952. p. 23. 
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1/ 
Loro Hailey, f'rom his observa'bions of' African culture, comments, 
11 Tests administered to A.fricans to determine their 
abilities should be non-verbal primarily, with pictures 
of' objects familiar to African children and not depen-
dent on speed of' perf'ormance--a quality which is valued 
in Europ~an but not in A.frican culture. 11 
The emphasis in Congo education, as f'ar as language is concerned, 
?) 
is on the vernacular. Four main languages, according to Hailey, f'orm 
the chief' means of' communication between Europeans and Africans, or amon€ 
Af'ricans of' dif'f'erent tribes. He says, 11These languages are: Kongo, 
Luba, Lingala and Swahili. Lingala is generally used among the armed 
f'orces as their only common language. 11 Li.ngala, (a f'orm of' the Ngala 
language group of' which Bangala is another f'or.m), is the most widespread 
language in the Belgian Congo today. Concerning the use of' the 
11 
vernacular in the Belgian Congo elementary school system, Hailey 
comments: 
11The place to be given to the vernacular is thus a 
crucial problem in those systems (such as the British 
or the Belgian) which adnut of its use. It is clearly 
the best medium of' instruction at the earliest stage 
and is in practice widely used at that stage. But the 
question still remains whether f'urther study should be 
conducted in a vernacular or a European language ••••• 
There are, f'inally, those who urge that even the most 
convinced advocates of' the vernacular do not suggest 
that higher education can f'or the present be conducted 
in any of the African languages due to lack of' litera-
ture in the vernacular.n 
1/ Hailey, Loro. An African Survey. New York: Oxford University 
Press. 1957. p. 46. 
~~ Ibid. P• 106-107. 
}j Ibid. P• 1228. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE TESTS 
Educational research, as reviewed in Chapter II, has indicated 
the most important factors that are involved in the school readiness 
of a child beginning his formal education. In Chapter I the necessity 
of having tests to measure the degree of readiness of a first-grade 
child in relation to these factors l-Ja.S discussed. The fact that exist-
ing readiness tests are not valid for measuring .African children, due 
to the cultural difficulties involved, further emphasizes the need for 
the construction of a school entrance test adapted to the African 
culture and curriculum. 
Therefore, in constructing the tests, the writer considered the 
following criteria: 
(1) Use of test materials varied enough to measure the most 
important skills and traits. related to success in first grade work in 
the Belgian Congo. 
(2) Tests long enough with an adequate range to test these skills 
with considerable accuracy, but short enough to avoid fatigue on the 
part of the children. 
(3) Use of pictures familiar to the African children and clear 
enough to be recognized. 
(4) Interesting test materials simple enough for young children 
to use before any formal reading program is begun. 
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(5) Tests that can be scored objectivelY and yield numerical 
scores. 
(6) A group test that can be easily £allowed and an individual 
test that motivates a child to do his be$t in expressing himsel£. 
A£ter due consideration o£ the opinions and research o£ recognized 
authorities in the £ield o£ school readiness, the material included is 
based on the following £actors: 
GROuP TEST 
(1) linguistio~maturity 
(2) visual memory and perception 
(3) phonic readiness 
(4) auditory discrimination 
(5) learning rate 
(6) number knowledge and readiness 
(?) mental maturity 
(8) personality adjustment 
(9) motor coordination 
(10) physical factors 
I. Reading Readiness Tests 
In attacking the construction o£ the various sub-tests £or reading 
readiness, a survey o£ £irst grade reading books available in the Bang~1~ 
language was undertaken. It was £ound that a total o£ 473 di££erent 
words were used in the texts examined. From this list of words the 
writer chose 106 for use as key words in the testing of word meaning. 
Tbirty-£our words are tested. in the .'Vocabulary sub-test (EXa.men 1) and 
72 in the classification.sub-test (Examen 2). Also, 40 di£ferent words 
dealing with arithmetic concepts and numbers are used in the arithmetic 
readiness test (Examen 6). 
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The distractors for the vocabulary tests were chosen on the 
following bases: (1) the name of one object pictured sounds similar 
to, or begins with the same sound as the key word (the word being 
tested), and (2) the other distractor pictures an object similar to the 
object identified vuth the key word. For example, in Item 1 the key 
word is muni (sun) and the distractors are kelikulu (star) a similar 
object, and the No. 3 picture illustrates mai (water) which begins with 
the same sound as muni. Consequently, the chanpes of guessing right are 
minimized in this multiple-choice situation. 
In the classification item (Examen 2), four sets of three categ 
each were chosen, using 18 different words in each set of categories 
with a fairly even distribution of words in each category. These 
categories are as follows: 
(1) food, things to wear, something to do 
(2) people, animals, tools 
(3) 
(4) 
things that you: 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
what is found: 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
would see on the outside of an 
African house 
would find in an African classroom 
could buy in an African store 
in an African village 
in the jungle 
in the water 
The small pictures in each column are to be used only as memory 
aids for the child. In other words, if he forgets which column of the 
category is the food classification one, he looks at the pictures at the 
top of the columns and sees the picture of the banana. This reminds him 
immediately that this A column is the food column. The columns with 
,, 
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picture clues are explained when the directions are given to the 
children at the beginning of the testing. This form of test was chosen 
because of its practicality. In a limited amount of space, the child's 
knowledge of 72 different word meanings can be tested. The cost of 
producing this sub-test will be small. 
It should be noted that all items in the multiple-choice tests 
have three parts. In Tests 1, 3t 4 and 6 each item has one right 
answer and two distractors. .This system was followed to pro~de con-
sistency and also to make the test situation less confusing to African 
childrent who are not used to paper and pencil tests of the objective 
type at this grade level. 
Both Tests 1 and 2 attempt to measure linguistic maturity as 
applied to range of vocabulary, familiarity with the Bangala language, 
and ability to class~y words according to their meaning. 
Test 3 (Examen 3) measures the child t s visual memory at;ld perception 
The pupil's ability to identif,y a letter or word which has been flashed 
to him, and to remember its formation long enough to match it with the 
same symbol on his paper, is being tested here. The structure of the 
items follows the same pattern as Test 1 (Examen 1) with one right 
answer and two distractors. Also two sample items are presented, as in 
Test 1, at the beginning for the practice of the children. Each test 
is introduced by the easiest items and followed by other items arranged 
in a varied order of difficulty. The 23 letters of the Bangala alphabet 
are tested and seven words chosen for their variety of structure. There 
are 28 scored items as the two sample items are not counted. 
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In Test 4 (Examen 4) the phonic readiness o£ the child i~ measur§4-, 
testing his ability to identi£y the name and sound o£ a letter with its 
symbol. As in Tests ~ and 3, a multiple-choice situation is presented 
with one right answer to be chosen by the child out o£ three choices. 
The answer is encircled to £acilitate scoring. 
The easiest items are introduced £irst and the rest are arranged 
in a varied order o£ di££iculty. All o£ the 23 letters o£ the Bangala 
alphabet are included. It is interesting to note that some Congo 
children confuse the symbols 9:. ar:d Q; or ~ and j, just as some American 
children do. 
The explanation o£ the construction o£ the instrument measuring 
auditory discrimination is £ound in the Individual Test section o£ 
this chapter. 
The learning rate test is presented in the part identi£ied as 
Examen 5. The words o£ this test have been selected on the basis o£ 
their variety in meaning (some are concrete and some abstract), 
length and £ormation. The variety o£ these three characteristics 
should make the task o£ learning them easier. The words selected are 
printed on £lash cards o£ the same size and shape £or presentation 
during the teaching period. This test measures the child 1s ability to 
identifY by sight, -vmrds taught to him three hours previously during a 
twenty-minute period. 
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II o Arithmetic Readiness Tests 
In Test 6 (Examen 6) the child's knowledge and understandings of 
various quantitative terms and other arithmetic concepts are measured. 
The content o:f the test is based on the follO'tdng objectives: 
A. To test the pupil's understandings of arithmetic vocabulary 
with the emphasis on quantitative terms as :follows: 
1. tallest and shortest 
2. largest and smallest 
3. most and least 
4. middle 
.5 • straight 
6 o first and last 
?. ci!!~le and square 
8. right arrl le:ft 
9. highest and lowest 
10. :farthest and nearest 
B. To test the pupil 1 s number ability in the follmving areas: 
1. Association of objects with picture groupings 
2. Identi:fication o:f picture groupings and semi-abstract 
:formations with number names 
3. Association,, in a problem situation, o:f abstract 
numbe:r\::symbols with their names 
4. Identi:fication o:f monetary coins as pictured 
.5. Identi:fication of pictures of commonly used weights 
and measures 
6. Telling time according to the sun 
?. Supplying the missing numbers in a series 
8. writing the symbols :for letter names as dictated 
9. Solution of simple oral problems involv:i..ng the 
:four :fundamental processes 
The structure o:f the test, measuring number knowledge and readiness 
aa described above, is similar to that of Test 1. The pupil identi:fies 
f~ the right answer by marking its picture with a large X. The system of 
three choices is also :followed with the exception o:f Items 40 through 50 
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This test should provide £or reliability due to its range and length. 
There is a total of 50 items in the test. As in the preceding tests, 
the items are based on the curricular content of the f'irst grade 
aacording to the Belgian Congo educational system. No knowledge of any 
number over 10 is measured in the group test. HovJever, it is to be 
noted that all four fundamental processes are included. 
The measurement of the pupil's ability to count objects presented 
to him is explained in the section of' this chapter entitled "Irrlividual 
Test. 11 
III. Motor Coordination 
In Test 7 (Examen 7) the pupil's motor coordination as it relates 
to the skills of copying figures and writing letters and words is 
measured. '!here are 10 items in the test. The apparent breVity of the 
test is 'due~to the time involved in this type of' measurement. Hm'11ever, 
it should provide an accurate meaaurement of' the basic skills involved 
in this readiness factor because of its simplicity and degree of' 
difficulty. The items commence with the easiest ones and gradually 
increase in difficulty. 
IV. Personality Adjustment 
Personality factors. related to a child's preparedness for school 
socially and emotionally are attempted to be measured in Test 8 
(Examen 8). ~the process of marking a large X under Yes (Boyo) 
or No (Te), the pupil indicates his attitudes toward himself, his f'amily, 
his school and his God. His versatility, initiative, self-reliance, 
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emotional stability, responsibility and health are also evaluated. The 
main difficulty in this test will be the tendency for t~e African pupil 
to answer the way that he thinks the examiner wants, instead of the way 
he actually feels about the problem presented. This tendency rs more 
marked among Africans when the examiner is an European. 
1/ 
Biesheuvel , in his research with Africans, conluded that the 
test situation was apt to pe much less superficial if a trained African 
examiner administered the tests instead of an European. If this is not 
possible, the European examiner should be one with whom the children 
are familiar in order that no emotional inhibition would interfere with 
the child's concentration and unbiased reaction to the task at hand. 
The personality test contains 20 items. Ten items test the child's 
personal traits and the remaining ten, his social attitudes. The 
ability to follO'tv directions and to pay attention vJill also be measured 
in all of the tests, but particularly in this one, as the pupil indica 
his answer with a large X placed in the proper box for each item. 
The questions with the various traits and attitudes which the 
writer is attempting to measure are as follmvs: 
A. Personal Traits 
1. Have you ever gone hunting? (boys - initiative) 
Have you ever gone fishing? (girls - initiative) 
2. Do you know how to beat a drum? (boys - versatility) 
Do you know how to pound rice? (girls - versatility) 
1/ Biesheuvel, African Intelligence, op. cit. pp. 38-41. 
3. Have you every made a botv, or a basket, or 
a mat? (versatility) 
4. Have you every made a musical instrument or a toy? 
(versatility and initiative) 
5,. Have you helped your f'ather build a house? 
(boys - versatility and responsibility) 
6. Do you sometimes drink water that you know is not 
good water to drink? (health) 
7. Have you tried to climb a palm tree? (initiative 
and self'-relianae) 
8. Have you every killed a snake? (self'-reliance and 
emotional stability) 
9. Do you use tools such as a hoe, machette, palm tree 
rope or axe? (versatility and responsibility) 
10. Do you buy things at the store sometimes? 
(self'-reliance and responsibility) 
B. Social Attitudes 
11. Do you like to play with other children? 
(f'riendliness, adjustment to peers) 
12. Do you like to come to school? 
(school adjustment) 
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13. Do you like to 11f'ight 11 with other children? (the Bangala 
word here means real f'ighting, not play f'ighting) 
(attitude toward others and aggressiveness) 
14. Would you speak to another child who doesn't belong to 
your tribe such as a pygmy or 7 (mention 
name of nearest tribe) (testing tolerance) 
15. Is it all right to .steal things if no one sees you? 
(moral judgment) 
16. Do you think that your f'ather and mother love you? 
(sense of belonging and attitude toward parents) 
17. Do you always obey your f'ather and mother? (obedience 
and respect f'or authority) 
18. If your f'ather or mother gives you money to put in 
the Sunday School of'f'ering, do you always put it in 
the of'fering? (responsibility to God) 
19. Have you ever earned money yourself to give to God? 
(love f'or God) 
20. If someone asks you to help him, do you usually do so? 
(attitude toKard others). 
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V. Mental Maturity 
The Drawing-a-~fun Test (Dessin) has been included as a supplement-
ary test in order to indicate the child's mental maturity. His amount 
' 
of ocular-motor control would also be manifested in the results of this 
test. It could also indicate whether or not a child is emotionally 
stable. This test would not be given a numerical score, but the results 
would be evaluated according to a scale given in the directions for 
scoring. 
VI. Physical Factors 
The visual acuity of each child should be tested as soon after 
his entrance into school as possible. In order to exclude the possi-
bility of physical factors affecting the test situation, the writer 
recommends that the tests to determine physical fitness be given by a 
competent person the week before the ~~itten readiness tests are given. 
1/ 
The Eames Eye Test is to be used by the author to test the vision 
of each child who will take part in this experiment. The auditory acui 
of each child will also be tested at the same physical examination by 
the use of the 11 Ticking Watch11 technique. The child's condition of 
general health will also be checked to determine if he is reasonably 
free from tropical diseases and parasites, and not suffering from 
malnutrition. 
1/ Eames Eye Test. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York:. World Book Company. 
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INDIVJJ)UAL TEST 
I. Auditory Discrimination 
Africans shm'IT remarkable ability in auditory discrimination. In 
commencing the individual test with this measure, in which the pupil 
would have a reasonable chance of success, the atmosphere should become 
relaxed and conducive to maximum performance on the part of the pupil. 
The ability to differentiate between sounds in relation to 
intensity and pttch is measured in Test 1 (Examen 1), Part 1 (Partie 1) 
of the Individual Test.· The pupil is also asked to imitate familiar 
sounds made by animals common to his area. In Test 1, each pupil 
will have a chance to demonstrate his musical ability in which most 
Africans excel. To the alert examiner, this test will be indicative 
of the child t s tendency to be outgoing or withdrawn. 
In Part 2 (Partie 2) of Test 1 (Examen 1) another phase of audi-
tory discrimination is measured. The examiner pronounces a word 
carefully and the child is asked to name another word wr~ch begins 
with the same sound. Only initial sounds are included as final sounds 
are always vowels in Bangala. Not only must the child hear and identify 
the beginning sound of the pronounced word, but he must also be able 
to make the transfer necessary to name another word in Bangala beginning 
with the same sound. 
II --·--
In these two parts of the auditory test, 15 items are included, 
.fiire~in the first part, and ten in the second part. The results· of 
this test should indicate with reliability the auditory abilities 
of the child. 
II. Phonic Readineiss (Second Part) 
In Test 2 (Examen 2) another phase of phonic readiness other than 
· that measured in Test 4 of the Group Test is measured. This part 
examines the child 1s phonic knowledge of the letter symbols and their 
names. The 23 lower case letters of the Bangala alphabet are included 
in this test arranged in a varied order of difficulty. 
III. Arithmetic Readiness (Second Part) 
In Test 3 (Examen 3) the child's ability to count objects (panga 
sticks) is tested. The last number of objects counted correctly is 
the score. Object counting is a factor in arithmetic readiness which 
many authorities today consider more important than rote counting. 
~tlsof it is closely related to the system of arithmetic instruction 
used in many Congo schools. The counting of sticks is very closely 
related to the Ef'ricanhculture as many illiterate A.fricans use bundles 
of sticks to keep track of the dowry payments on their wives. 
Test 4 (Examen 4) is an interView between the examiner and the 
pupil. The biographical questions asked are of the conversational tYP9 
with the objective being not only to proVide the teacher with pertinent 
information about each child, but also to reveal the child's ability 
to speak the Bangala language and to express himself. During the 
--------
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interview the examiner notices whether or not the child shows self-
confidence by answering the questions easily and from time to time 
volUntesring extra comments relative to the conversation. The 
evaluation of thi:s test ID.ll be twofold. The examiner will record 
the child's degree of facility in the language and also his outgoing 
or withdrawal tendencies. The information recorded will later be 
transferred to the child's record sheet for the teacher's or 
supervisor's benefit. 
.-
jiL=~~============================~==== 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TESTS 
I. General Directions 
The children shoUld have as many experiences. with paper and pencil 
as possible during the £irst two weeks o£ the school year, prior to ~hA; 
submitting to the school entrance test. The teachers should £urther 
prepare the children ey giving to them as many experiences as possible 
with pictures. However, 11Q. special coaching or teaching relevant to the 
tests should be given. In £act, the teachers should not be in£ormed o£ 
the content of the material at all prior to the time o£ the examination. 
It is recommended that the tests be administered to children who 
have had previous instruction in kindergarten or a 11 classe preparatoire. 
If not, they should at least come from a community where they have had 
experiences to some extent vdth articles associated with school learning 
such as pictures, pencils and books. 
The author intends to administerthis test first to children attend-
ing our schools on the mission stations, where the local children will 
have had a richer background o£ experiences with the Bangala language 
and 'objects connected with £ormal education. After revision of the 
tests, it is hoped that the final product can also be used to test 
children in the village schools. Congo children are becoming increas-
ingly aware of the value of academic instruction, and as the Congo 
economy progresses and develops, they will have become more £amiliar 
1.vith so-called 11modern civilization" experiences assmciated with 
£ormal academic educations. 
Boston University 
S$hool o£ Education 
LibrarY. 
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II. Specific Directions 
Specific directions for administering each test are to be found 
with the tests in the appendix. These directions are 1~itten in English 
with explanations in Bangala when necessary. After administering the 
preliminary test and revising it~ it is intended that a manual be 
prepared in French, English and Bangala to increase the range of use-
fulness of the instrument for African teachers. 
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.CHAPTER J)f 
PLAN FOR USE .AND VALIDATING TESTS 
As the tests cannot be administered ~n Congo unt~l September, ~t 
~s only poss~ble to present here suggest~ons for the ~nterpretat~on of 
the tests 1 results, the evaluat~on of the var~ous sub-tests for va~d~ 
and reliab~l~ty of the~ respect~ve ~tems, the rev:i.s~on an:i stan:iard~­
zat~on of the ~nstrument, and the use of the results ~n the schools ~n 
wh~ch they are to be admi~stered. 
Interpretat~on of Test Results 
The populat~on expected to be tested ~n September of the coming 
school year mll cons~st of approximately 100 f~rst grade students of 
both sexes attend~ng four m~ss~on schools ~n the Oriental Prov:i.nce, 
Province Orientale. The boys will be ~n the majority due to the 
att~tude toward formal educat~on for girls. These children will repre-
sent at least four major tribes ~n the area, all resid~ng ~n the Bangala 
language area. It ~s to be remembered that these children will have had 
contact in the~r villages with the Bangala language at the churches, 
shopping centers, mining towns, military camps, military posts, and 
other places where ~ntertribal, or ~nterrac~al contacts are made. Most 
tribal people in the Ngala area see the advantages of knowing the trade 
language (l~ngua franca), and learn i.t mth surpris~ng facility. Th~s 
attitude is reflected upon the~r children who readily adapt to the ~~u~~~ 
franca means of communicat~on, espec~ally ~f they are ~nterested ~n 
attending school. By confining the school population tested at the 
first to children living near centers where the Bangala language is 
used. it is expected that a reasonable degree of success in the test 
should be achieved by the children. 
The age range of the population tested will be six to ten years. 
No child .over ten or under six years of age should be included. The 
difficulty of knowing the exact chronological age of African children 
should be mentioned hare, as many parents do not know their children 1 s 
ages. The time of birth of the child is usually remembered by another 
event that happened at the time and in this way sometimes the year of 
birth can be determined. Often the school principal at the time of 
enrollment has to use other means of determi.ning the child's age. 
Lately, the Congo government has required every father to have the D.ali1e 
of a newborn child registered in his book of ident~fication within a 
few days of the child 1 s birth. This policy has greatly decreased the 
difficulties involved in knowing the chronological ages of younger 
children desiring entrance to school. 
The scores obtained from the sub-tests will be totaled first as 
follows: 
To obtain a reading readiness score the sum of the raw scores of 
sub-tests 1. 2, 3, 4. 5 (No. 5 weighted three times) of the group test 
and those of Parts 1, 2, of Test I (both weighted three times) ani those 
of Test II of the individual test· will be found with a maximum possible 
score of 240. 
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The arithmetic readiness score will consist of the sum of the raw 
scores of Test 6 of the group test and Test III of the individual test 
yielding a maximum possible score of 50+ (50 plus the number of objects 
counted correctly on Test III). This score will be weighted thre® :.t:iJnes 
to provide a maximum possible score of 150+. 
The motor coordination score will consist of the raw score of Test 
7 of the group test, weighted three times and yielding a maximum pORR; hlP. 
score of 30. 
The personality adjustment score will be the raw score of Test 8 
of the group test (weighted three times) yielding a possible maximum 
score of 60. A detailed explanation of the scoring is contained in the 
appendix. 
Computation of Individual Scores and Ranks 
1. Arrange a frequency distribution of the raw scores obtained for the 
four major parts of the test (Reading Readiness, Arithmetic Readiness, 
Motor Coordination, and Personality Adjustment). 
2. Find the average scores or means. 
3. Divide the scores into stanines. 
4. Find the status of each individual for each part of the test accord-
ing to the following scale: 
Stanines 9 and 8 
Stanines 7 and 6 
Stanine 5 
stanines 4 and 3 
Stanines 2 and 1 
Superior 
Above average 
Average 
Below average 
Inferior 
5. Arrange frequency distribution of sum of raw scores (weighted as 
described above) of all four parts of the test. 
6. Record frequency distribution of these scores on otis Percentile 
Chart (published by World Book Company, New York)~ find cumulative per 
cents, plot chart, and find median. 
7. Read stanines of individual pupils 1 total scores on test by using 
chart ani determine status using same scale as in Step 4. 
8. Fi.nd percentile rank of each pupil using percentile chart. 
9. Record scores, status, and percentile ranks of each pupil on first 
page of his test booklet, also his mental maturity and language facility 
scores evaluated according to scales provided in the test manual. The 
examiner's evaluation of the child's social confidence as observed 
during the interview of the individual test should be recorded also. 
10. Record on the class record check list pertinent scores, ranks, 
strengths and weaknesses of readiness factors as revealed by the pupil's 
score. 
Comparison of Total Scores on Four Y~in Divisions of Test 
The comparison of median scores ob"ija.illed on the four main diVisions 
of the test as obtained b,y frequency distributions arranged on 
charts accordi,ng to: 
a. Chronological age (two groups only--one comprised of children 
8 to 10 years old and the second of children 6 ani 7 years 
of age.) 
b. Sex 
~ School 
d. Major tribe 
A comparison of percentile ranks of test results of children 
having bad previous academic training (kindergarten or class pr~~·~ ......... 
and those having none, using the Otis ·Nomma.l. Percentile Chart. 
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Evaluation o£ Valiuity and Reliability o£ the Various Tests and Items 
At present, the evaluation o£ tbe validity o£ the test has to be 
based primarily on whether or not the test is adapted to African culture 
and whether or not it measures the traits and skills related to school 
readiness in the Belgian Congo. As this is the £irst time, to the 
writer t s knowledge, that an instrument o£ this type o£ measurement has 
been constructed £or .A:frican children, no way o£ comparing it with a 
standardized test is possible. It is intended to construct a genera~ 
achievement test £or £irst grade to be administered toward the end of 
the school year to the same population tested by the school entrance 
examination at the beginning of the same school year. The results 
obtained £rom the readiness tests will be correlated with the results 
of the achievement test. This comparison should determine whether or 
not the readiness tests have value for predicting academic achievement. 
Meanwhile, the logical validity of the test has been determined by 
care.f:tlJt analysis of each item in reference to the curricular content o£ 
the first grade program of the Belgian Congo educational system. Also, 
the attempt has been made to include only test items which are related 
to the concepts o£ the factors involved in general school readiness as 
de.f'ined in the first chapter of this study. It is also believed that 
each item included in the test measures these factors as related to 
African culture. 
Therefore, the tests have been constructed with due co:nS'iaeration 
to the content, curricular, rational, and face validity of the instru-
· ment. It is thought that the instrument measures what it purports to 
measure and therefore is.valid. 
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After the test results have been obtained in September of this 
year, the degree of reliability of the instrument will be determined by 
analyzing the scores of the entire population obtained in the various 
sub-tests. By this analysis of the percentage of the students passing 
each test section, the reliability of each particular sub-test can be 
evaluated. (Fifty per cent is considered a passing grade and fifty per 
cent of the students should pass each test in order for it to be 
considered reliable.) 
Secondly, each item's reliability will be analyzed by computing 
the percentage of the population which passed each item. The items will 
then be balanced, discarding the too difficult and the too easy items. 
It is to be expected that some of the tests, such as those measur-
ing knowledge of letter names and their symbols. will be more difficult 
than others. However, this fa0"t'4toe~- not discount their value because 
the instrument has been constructed for the purpose of determining the 
degree of readiness of each child in order to form learning groups 
based on the information received. The information received -will also 
be used to help the teachers know each pupil 1 s strengths and weaknesses 
so that instruction can be adapted to individual needs. Concerning 
1/ 
th advisability of using tests of this tyPe. Gates states: 
11A test may have considerable values as a guide 
to teaching, however, even when many pupils get zero 
or perfect scores. For example. it is useful to know 
what children, even ~f there are many, can recognize 
no letters of the alphabet; or·to know what children, 
if there are few, have markedly defective Vision. 11 
1/ Gates, nMethods of Determining Reading Readiness. 11 op. cit. p. 167. 
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The over-all reliab~l~ty o:f the ~nstrurnent will be determined by 
us~ng the split-hal:f :formula. Later. ~ts reliab~li'fl;;y as to pred~ct~ve 
,, 
value o£ academic acmevement~~~ will be . determ~ned by correlat~ng the 
test results':" w.t.""th the results o:f the proposed :f~st grade acmevement 
test as pre~ously descr~bed. 
Planned Reyis~on ~nd Standard~zat~on 
Due to the :fact that tms .tY)?e o:f measurement ~s new to African 
educat~on, ~t ~s dli:f~cuJ.t to pred~ct just how extens~va the retis~on 
o:f the ~nstrumant may have to be. However. ~t ~s expected many tmngs 
will be d~scovered about the weaknesses and strengths o:f the test 
during the adnrl..nistrat~on o:f ~t ~n ~ts pre~~nary :form ~n the Congo 
schools. Also, consultat~on with other Congo educators should prowe 
helpful ~n undertaking the retision. 
The stat~st~cal results will indicate the comparat~ve value o:f 
the various tests and the~r respect~ve ~tems. The balanc~ng o:f the 
as described preViously should increase the test's validity and 
ity. 
In revising the test, care:ful consideration mustt'be given to the 
cost o:f publishing the test booklets. This is espec~ally important in 
.A:frica where most schools operate on a limited budget. It is hoped by 
taking advantage o:f mission printing :facilities available in the area 
that the cost will be reduced to the minimum and the practicality o:f the 
test established. 
In standardizing the revised test the cooperation o:f mission 
supertisors in other school systems o:f the Bangala language area will 
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be enlisted. It is expected also that the assistance of government 
education officials in the Oriental province will be available to help 
introduce and encourage the use of the test in as many school systems as 
possible. The larger the school population involved in the final testin& 
the more accurate the norms established as the results of the experiment 
will be. The interest in the test and its proposed uses in African 
education should became more wide-spread as a variety of communities are 
included in the study. 
Ho>vever ~ many difficulties will be encountered in standardizing 
the instrument due to its new and pioneering characteristics as far as 
African education is concerned'. T:tte success of the venture d~pends 
primari.ly on the values that the test will remer to African education. 
If other Congo school superVisors are convinced of the test's practical-
ity and usefulness to the advancement and improvement of academic 
instruction, success will be assured. 'Whether or not this work wili be 
an important cont~bution to African education depends upon the degree 
of success of the proposed plans for using the test results. Therefore, 
it must be emphasized that the most important part of this study is the 
section which follows. 
Plans for Using the Test Results 
Plans for using the test results in the Congo schools have already 
been suggested. In conclusion they are described as follows. 
The information obtained from the test results of September will 
be used to provide a comprehenstVe record of the first grade children 
tested. This will include facts concerning each child 1 s health, age, 
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background experiences, capacj_ty for learning 1 language facility, 
aptj_tudes and interests~ attj_tudes and personality traj_ts, skills and 
amlitj_es related to school achievement. A class record sheet j_s j_nclu-
ded j_n the appendix. an::i suffj_ej_ent copj_es w.Ulbbe j_ncluded in the test 
manual for the teachers and the school prj_ncj_pals. 
School informatj_on to be valuable must be used arrl applied to the 
advantage of the pupj_l. The proposed uses are as follows: 
1. The test results will be evaluated as soon as possible after 
the administratj_on of the tests. The pupj_ls rated as »superior" or 
tt above average" on the fj_nal score of the .test will be grouped ·together 
j_n one class j_n thej_r respectj_ve schools. The others (average, below 
average, and inferior) will be grouped into another class. Only two 
classes in the first grade are practical j_n each school due to the 
rural aspect of the areas. 
2. Each African teacher assigned to teach these classes -will be 
given special instruction by the school principals on how to adapt hi.s 
j_nstruction to meet the needs of his pupils. Be· will be adVised to 
refer frequently to the record sheets to acquaint himself with the 
indiVidual pupils' strengths and weaknesses and be given j_deas how to 
use thj_s knowledge to improve his teaching and to proVide greater 
learning effj_cj_ency. 
The idea of grouping within the classroom is' a new one to many 
Afrj_can teachers and the feasibility of it needs to be demonstrated to 
them by experienced personnel. The writer plans to demonstrate how to 
form reading groups within each class organized on the basis o£ the 
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test results. Samples o£ lesson plans and other materials will be 
provided to assist the teachers. It is expected that the missionary 
principals o£ the three other schools will continue to assist the 
teachers as much as is necessary. 
The teachers assigned to instruct the less ready grOU:f~S will be 
able to use the lesson materials already available £or first grade 
curriculum.~ starting pupils at the beginning o£ the program. Each 
teacher should be advise~, however, to adjust the instruction as well 
as he can to different levels. recognizing indiVidual differences. 
Again, it must be emphasized that the success of this program depends 
largely on the teachers being shown how they can carry it out and 
being wisely supervised to see that they are doing it. 
3. Factors, such as physical difficulties arrl insufficient 
language knowledge, might cause certain children to have low scores 
on some o:f the sub-tests. However, these children may have indicated 
in other ways that tbey possess greater potentialities :for learning than 
their readiness scores ·reveal. Children classified thus should have 
their record.ssheets :marked attention and be closely observed by the 
teacher and principal. 
Each child marked :for special attention should be expected, in 
time, to show more rapid progress than others in the group as they are 
given special help in overcoming their backwardness. The grouping 
proposed as a result o£ the test scores should always be considered 
flexible with a chance o£ advancement into another group as soon as 
the pupil's achievement warrants it. 
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other matters deserving special consideration as a result o£ 
the test scores are as follows: 
a. Children having special personality problems should be 
helped. Suggestions should be made to the teachers by the supervisor 
as to how this help can be given. 
b. Children having health problems or hearing and visual defects 
should be referred to the mission clinic or to other medical facilities 
£or remedial attention. Children who are thus handicapped should be 
expected to make better academic progress as their physical defects 
are remedied. 
c. Children whose records show that they have special problems 
in visual and auditory discrimination should be noted and given special 
help in such skills. 
The continuance o£ the program is most important to its success • 
.As the children eater the second year o£ study, the grouping plan will 
be continued with the necessary adaptations. This grouping should be 
based on the results o£ the achievement test given in the £irst year 
plus class records. The program should greatly assist each child to 
achieve to his capacity level as long as the instruction continues to 
be adjusted to individual differences. Consequently, better prepared-
ness £or the tbi.rd year of study should be assured. The importance o£ 
this tbi.rd year o£ study in Congo schools has been explained in Chapter 
I. 
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The advantages o:f the program o:f testing and subsequent grouping 
o:f the children at the beginning o:f their academic instruction should be 
clearly indicated w.Lth the assurance that when the grouping at the 
I . 
third year into the "selectio~ell or nord:i.naire" :i.s done, it will be 
more accurate and each child would be guided rightly into' a vocational 
or professional program depending on potentialities and abilities. 
As these children who have been a part o'f :~.the study from its 
beginning, continue to manifest happiness and success :i.n their school 
experiences, the values of early grouping will be demonstrated to the 
principals and teachers involved. It :i.s expected that such a program 
should assure the poss:i.b:i.l:i.ty of :fewer mis:f:i.ts :i.n the classroonn:·And. 
drop-outs :from school.L Due to the :fact that there :i.s no compulsory 
• education in the Congo, interest :i.n learning must be maintained :i.£ 
drop-outs are to be av0:i.ded. It :i.s true that to most Africans, educat:i.ot 
:i.s a privilege to be appreciated, but :i. t ought to be an interesting and 
productive one. 
It :i.s hoped that as the program proposed by this study :i.s carried 
out consistently :from year to year that the benefits received will prove 
:i. ts values to other educators in A:f'r:i.ca. Consequently, this school 
entrance test should prove, in time, a contribution to African education. 
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APPENDIX .A. 
• 
•I 
1 
Teacher's Manual 
DIRECTIONS 
I. Pre-testing 
Prior to the formal test each child's vision, hearing, and general physical 
condition is checked by a competent nurse or physician. The teacher or supervisor 
can assist in administering the eye and ear tests, using Eames Eye test or similar 
device and a watch to check hearing. Normal hearing is accredited to a child if' he 
can hear the ticking of' a watcp when held three feet from his ear and repe~t numbers 
or words whispered to him from the corner of' the room by the examiner. All results 
should be recorded on the child's medical sheet provided. The child's general phys-
ical condition should be checked and any significant findings recorded so that the 
supervisor by checking a child's health record can decide on the general state of' 
the child's health. This summary should be recorded also on the child's school rec-
ord sheet. 
II. Administering the tests 
A. Test materials:. 
1. A copy of' the test booklet for each child. 
2~ A soft-lead pencil for each child. 
3 o A C\)py. of' .th~ test booklet and a set of' directions for the teacher with the 
indiVidual. test questions included. ... · · ·-·· .· 
B. Time for giving the tests: 
The tests are not timed as speed is not a factor in these tests. However, 
the examiner should use his own discretion as to the amount of time allowed to 
a slow child. 
C. Test atmosphere: 
1. The test surroundings should be as ideal as possible for testing in a class-
room where there will be no interruptions allowed. . 
2. A g~oup comprised of' no more than ten children should be tested at one time. 
The children should be seated near enough to the examiner so that a close 
observance of' each child's work cal be maintained at all times during the 
test. The seating arrangement shoulid be as informal as possible but no con-
fusion should be permitted. An African teacher should be present to assist 
the examiner. 
D. Preliminary instructions: 
1. Fill in the chiid 1 s name on his test booklet. 
2 o S:upply each child with his own booklet ani pencil. " 
3 • Introduce the tests by saying as yqu hold up a copy of the test bookle~ t 
11~re ar19 .. so,ll).e interl1sting pictures,. which_ we shall use. today ~~- p;Layin~ ~9~e 
gam~~-~~. . :M.~t~n . qarefully ani d'() t~$:: be~.t YP"\1 can. Po not ask_ p,~ qBe~t,il:.~:rJ§ 
after ;We ~:~a+t playing the games. Do not look at anyone else 1 s booklet but 
ke~p, Y.s:>YI". ~Y~l? •. O.n your own booklet and do as you are told so that you may 
play the game as well as you can. 
E. Specific directions for the administration of the individual tests: 
GROuP TEST 
Test 1 - Vocabulary 
ULook at the row of pictures at the top of the first page. (Make sure that 
every child_has opened his booklet to page 1 and has placed his marker under the 
row marked s.,. · which is a sample item.) Put a large X like this (demonstrate on 
the blackboard) over the picture of.the banana~" Now check and make sure that 
ev-ery child has understood and has marked with a large X the right picture .. 
! · I 0l • • ~ , •: 
• ~ ' ..... _, .• \ ,, J. ..... • " 
.I 
.. 
• ~ • l. • ' ' ~.. . l, 
llNow move your marker to the row markecd ]2 and look at the pictures. Mark with 
a large X the picture of the bicycle. 11 Check again and make sure that every child 
is now familiar with the procedure before moving on to the row of pictures marked 1. 
11Now listen carefully as I am not going to give you any more help. You must · 
not ask anyone to help you and you must not look at your neighbor's paper. Do you 
understand7 Now move your-marker down to the row of pictures marked 1 which is the 
riext row of pictures. 11 (After making sure that every child has the right row. you 
give the key word. The Af~ican teacher can assist you with part of the group by 
helping to check the children's progress and make sure that each child has the right 
row as the test proceeds. The teacher should not be allowed to help the child in 
§..DY other way. ) 
"Mark the picture of the mm with a large X. II 
The examiner will then continue to direct the children step by step making sure 
that each child has the right row of pictures before pronouncing th~ key word. The 
numbers of the. rows should not be used but rather identify the row by saying "the 
next row" ,or,_"i.~e first row on the page", etc. 
Row 2 - 11Ma~k the pi~ture of the drum .. 11 (~amm.lmications drum). 
Row 3 - 11Mark the picture of th& mqt~cycla. 11 
Row 4- 11Mark the picture of the lantern. 11 
"Now turn the page and find the first row of pictures. Mark the one of the 
chicken." 
Row 6 - "Mark the picture of the fork." 
(Continue on with the test as directed above. The key words only will be given 
here. The children should not be permitted to linger too long over an item but keep 
together.) 
Row 7 - head 
Row 8 - Ball 
Row 9 - Qa!: 
Row 10 - book 
(Make· sure each time that a page is turned that the children have the right 
place and start at·the top row.) 
Page 
fage 
3 
Row 11 - flower 
Row 12 - table 
Row 13 - pail 
4 
Row 17 - cup 
Row 18 - fence 
Row 19 - sore 
Page 5 
Row 23 - monkey 
Row 24 - eye 
Row 25 - papaya 
Page 6 
Row 29 - palm tree 
Row 30 - lion 
Row 31 - bow 
Row 14- goat 
Row 15 - hill 
Row 16 - chair 
Row20-~ 
Row 21 - .mn4. 
Row 22- hoe · 
Row 26 - shorts 
Row 27 - arrow 
Row 28 - path 
Row 32 - teacher 
Row 33 - peanuts 
Row 34 - hat 
3 
Test 2- Classification of words, pages 7 and 8 
"Look at the small pictures, three in a row~ one at the to~ of each column. 
(point to the columns as you describe the clues to each column.) What is the pic-
ture in the first column (column A)? Yes, that is right. It is a banana. Now what 
do you do with a banana 1 Yes, you eat it, so it is food. So in column A, the first 
column, you will write a big X like this (demonstrate) whenever I say a word which is 
the name of something you eat. 
Now look at the second column ·(column B). Of what is this a picture? Yes, 
that is right. These are trousers, or something people wear. Now whenever I give 
you a word that is the name of something people wear, you will mark a big X in this 
column in the right box. 
Now look at the third picture (column C). This is a picture of a girl pounding 
rice or something else in a mortar. She is doing something. Now whenever I give you 
a word ·which means that it is something that people do 9 you will mark a big X in the 
right box in the third column. IT yo-q. should forget which column is which, you look 
up at the little pictures and they will help you to remember •. Now remember you only 
mark o~e X in each row, and you must put it in the right box in the right column. 
The word is pineapple for the first row. Put your mark~ under the first line 
of boxes, find the right column by asking yourself these questions: Is it something 
I eat7 Is it something I wear7 or Is it something I do7 Which_is it7 Mark a big 
X in the box under the right picture." (Make sure that each dhild understanis what 
to do ani starts on the right line at the category to the left.of the page. 
The following categories and words are to be used: 
1 .. 
pineapple 
washing 
p;:ilrn. oil. 
§6~~~ 
cloth 
drink water 
Something one wears 
cooked manioc leaves 
head scar:f 
pepper 
pray 
will go 
shoes 
·something one does 
rice 
corn 
laugh 
shirt 
hear 
let us sing 
2. (Don•t forget to help the children identify the columns by the picture clues be:fore 
you stazi, pronouncing the key words ~) 
People 
master (herni -of. respect :for 
w.bi~e man) 
file 
snake 
f'rieni 
elephant 
spear 
Animals 
mad~ (term o:f respect for 
white woman) 
rat 
plane 
axe 
buffalo 
rabbit 
ro-pe~L ;:J. ,.li:; 
mother 
spoon 
local ohie.f 
dog 
judge 
3. (Help the children identi:fy the picture clues and b~ sure to ~mpbasize the preposi-
tions in the categories "out.sj..de o:f' house 11 and 11inside a classroom.tt 
Things to be seen on 
the outside of a house 
table 
tree 
rope 
. qrj,ed fish 
pal?er 
~ugar 
Things to be founi 
inside.a classroom 
mUd 
. p~ncil 
grass for thatch 
cloth 
brick 
match 
Things to be bought 
in .a -store 
bench 
window 
cupboard 
kerosene 
door 
book. 
-· 
4. (Be sure and help the children to identify the columns by the picture clues 
before beginning this part of the test.) 
Things found in a 
village 
woman 
fish 
frog 
monkey 
j::lippopotamus 
python 
Test 3 - Visual memory, page 9 
Things found in the 
jungle 
basket 
crocodile 
pot 
chimpanzee 
canoe 
chicken 
Things found in 
water 
leopard 
tangarine 
deer 
mortar 
snail 
okapi 
Make sure that each pupil has the right page. Then sayp ULook at line ~p we 
have three letters here. Only one is the right one. I am going to show you that 
letter and you look at it • then look at the. three letters on your paper and put a 
circle. like this (demonstrate) around the one that you saw. the one that I showed 
you. Ready? Let 1 s try line ~. 11 Then you present the letter ~ on a flash card for 
five seconds. The children encircle the right letter. You check the responses and 
then proceed in tbe same manner for sample & by presenting the letter 1 on a flash 
card. After making sure that everyone understands what to do proceed with the test, 
presenting each letter or word only once and for five seconds each time. 
The order of the key letters and words as they are presente4 on the flashcards 
are 
1. 0 8. k 1.5. f 22. mama 
2. u 9. b 16. g 23 0 lelo 
3. e 10. n 1?. j 24. pata 
4. m 1L r 18. v 2.5. kula 
,5. l 12. s 19. h 26. pili pili 
6. t 13. y 20. w 27. mokili 
?. p 14. d 21. z 28 .. libadu 
Test 4- Phonics, page 10 
The teacher pronounces the key letter slowly and distinctly, and the child 
encircles the right symbol which corresponds with the letter pronounced. Be sure 
and watch that the children have the right line each time as they m~ve down the 
page from line to line. "Now listen carefully to the sounds that I am going to 
pronounce and find the symbol of each one on your paper and draw a circle around 
~ih TP,e squ,nd l.P lin~ ! ~~ ,g~ fi,p,~ ,g end. d:rew e e~~@le eU'O\lnd ~t Ofl l~ne 1 ~ ~h§ 
fi§~t l~fi§ (l~fi§ ~} lee~ to~~ eft~ ~~iw g o1~el§ ereu~ ~ta" (~ee§~ 9:§ ~le~ne~a) 
~h§ ~eme~~§}' @t th§ l§tte~§ te 'ge ~eneuneed. ~§ 1 
'8 l" 10e m 1?a ~ 4a t Ua p U\a n 
,Sa 'g 12a 1 l~s f 
~8 ~ l~s e 20e h 
?a § 14a V ~1e ~ 
Be w 1S~ k . 22a j 
~9 i 1~a -:J' ~8 a 
Test 5 - Learning rate p page 10 
Present the ten words of this test one by one on flash cards of the same size. 
Before showing the first word to the students, show them a banana and write it in 
manuscript on the blackboard. Then present the word banana on the flash card and 
have everyone notice its structure and say it.,. Ask different students to read it 
as you point to it on the board or on the flash card. Then give the card to one of 
the children to hold telling him to remember the name of the card which he has .. 
Proceed to the next word fero C!-,nd teach it in the same manner.. For five of the 
words banana, fero, masua; bugbu, mia. pictures or objects can be used to introduce 
each word. For the other five words, no concrete objects are used, only the flash 
cards. Be sure and write each word in manuscript as it is studied on the board. 
As each word is studied give the flash card with the word on it to a student 
so that each one will have one card. Review the words by asking the child who has 
the flash card of the word pointed to on the board to come up and put his flash 
card beside it, saying the word as he shows it to the group. The period should 
~be t]ienty minutes long. Then proceed· to test 6 after a break. After an hour 
,check each student individ,ually. with all the flash cards, recording on his booklet 
the word remembered. About two hours later, check the children again and then at 
the end of the school day make another check., The words remembered on the last 
check constitute that child's learning rate .. 
Test 6 - Number knowledge and readiness, page 11 
5 
Make sure that every child has the right page and has , his marker on row 1 and 
say, "Now you are going to. -lqok at some pictures and tell me something about them 
by marking the right one with a big X. Listen carefully. Don't talk and don 1t look 
at your neighbor's work. Ready? In the first row mark with a big X the picture of 
the tallest tree. Now move your marker down to the next row and mark the picture of 
the largest house.tt 
Continue the instructions, making sure that each child knows the place. 
Row 3 - Mark the pic~ure of the hen having the most chickens. 
Row 4 - Mark the picture of the shortest pencil. 
Row 5 - Mark the picture o£ the smallest pot. 
Row 6 - Mark the picture of the fewest children. 
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Row 7 - Mark the picture where the tongue of the bell is in the middle. 
Row 8 - Mark the picture of the straight patn. 
Row 9 - Mark the one who is first on the path of safari. 
Row 10 - Mark the picture of the circle.. -
Row 11 - Mark the picture of the arrow pointing to the right., 
Row 12 - Mark the picture of the floek of birds £lying the highest. 
Page 13 
Row 13 - Mark the picture of the last goat. __ 
Row 14 - Mark the picture of the arroW pointin~ to the left. 
Row 15 .- Mark the flock of birds fly±ng ·the·'lbwest. 
Rpw 16 - Mark the picture of the .. stf\fare o _ · · ~~; · ~ .Ji.A. o 
Row 17 - Mark the picture of the iY.'i-liag.ev pearest to you. 
Row 18 - Mark the picture of the thr~e dogs·;. · ;_-: 
>I 
, 
,, 
; I . ~·r 
• 
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Row 19 - Mark the picture of the village farthest from you. 
Row 20 - Mark the picture of ~ elephant. 
Row 21 - Mark the picture that shows that it is noon. 
Row 22 - Mark the picture of the nest of siX eggs. 
Row 23 - Mark the picture of the kilo. 
Row 24 - Mark the picture of the shirt with four buttons. 
Page 15 
Row 25 - Mark the picture of the ~ franc piece. 
Row 26 - Mark the picture of nine buttons. 
Row 27 - Mark the picture of the liter. 
Row 28 - Mark the picture of the meter. 
Row 29 - Mark the picture of the hen having ,two chicks. 
Row 30 - Mark the picture of the five franc piece. 
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Row 31 - Mark the picture of eight birds. 
Row 32 - Mark the picture of five books. 
Row 33 - Mark the picture of ten dots., -
Row 34 - Mark the picture of seven trucks. 
Row 35 - You have two bananas and your friend has one banana. How many bananas do 
you both have altogeth~rj .. Mark the picture which shows how many bananas 
you and your friend have altogether. 
Row 36 - Show them three one franc pieces. How many francs do I have? Mark the 
right picture .. 
Page 17 
Row 3 7 - Show them six peanuts in your hand.. Mark the picture that tells how many 
peanuts I have. 
Row 38 - John had six cooking bananas. He shared them with his two friends. If 
John gave to each one of his friends the same amount of cooking bananas 
and kept the same amount for himself, how did he divide them among the 
three of them? How many cooking bananas did each one of the three boys 
receive? 
Row 39 - The teacher had four pencils. He lost one pencil. How many pencils does 
he have left 1 Mark the right picture that tells you the answer. 
Row 40 - Peter and Philip both have three francs each. How many francs do the two 
boys have altogether? Mark the picture that tells you how many franca 
they have altogether. 
Items 41 to 45 - Write the right number in each empty space. The right number 
will be the one that follows. next in the series • 
. It.em 46 · Show a group of four pencils. The child writes the number four in the 
blank space. 
Item 47 write the number ~ (five) in the first space in the middle box. 
Item 48 write the number 10 (ten) in the second space in the middle box. 
Item 49 write the number 1 (one) in the first space of the last box. 
Item 50 write the number £ (six) in the second space of the last box • 
6 
• 
7 
Test 7 - Motor Coordination 9 page 18 
Show the children the picture of the circle and say 0 "Make another circle like 
this one right beside it .. 11 ~ter each one has drawn the circle say, "Now draw 
another picture just like the one that I have drawn in row 1. 11 
Row 2 - Draw another picture like the one in this row. 
Row 3 - Draw another picture just like the one in this rowo 
Row 4 - Draw another picture just like this one~ 
Row 5 - Draw another picture just· like this oneo 
"Now y.ou are going to copy for me the letters and word,fil that you see on your 
paper that I have started here (point to the line of .1 9s in sample :!2.) and have not 
finished. So please finish the line of its for me. 11 :.:·: 
11 Now do the next row (row 6)! Finish it just as I started it., u 
"Now dO> the next row (row ?) " Finish it just as I started it. 11 
"Now do the next row (row ~8-)., Finish it just as I started it. n 
11Bere is a word. Copy it jl1st as I have written it. Copy it on the line be-
low my word. (Row 9). Here is another wordo Copy it just as I have written it .. 
Copy it on the line below my word (row 10) •. 
Test 8 _ Personality Adjustment, page 19 
"Now listen carefully.. You are going to answer some questions for me.. I 
want you to answer them truthfully.. Don't think what the right answer should be 
but rather tell me the truth, just as you feel about these things. If your answer 
is yes 9 y.ou will mark a big X like this (demonstrate) in the right box under the 
Yes column. If you want to answer .!1Q.9 mark a big X in the 1fQ column." Make sure 
that the children have the right row of boxes corresponding with the number of the 
questiono 
·.·.~ 
Question 1 - (Boys) Eave you ever gone hunting? Mark the X in the right box .. 
(Girls) Eave you every gone fishing? Mark the X in the right box .. 
Question 2 - (Boys) Do you know how to beat a drum (communications drum)? 
(Girls) Do you know how to pound rice? 
' Question 3 - Have you ever made a bow or a basket or a mat? 
(If the child has made anyone of these articles» he can answer yes .. ) 
Question 4 - Have you ever made a musical instrument or a toy? 
Question 5 - (Boys) Eave you helped your father build a house? 
(Girls) Eave you helped your mother in the garden? 
Question 6 - Do you drink water sometimes that you know is not good water to 
drink? 
Question 7 - Eave you tried to climp ~ palm tree? 
Question 8 - Have you ever killed a snake? 
Question 9 -Do you use to~ls as a hoe 9 machette 9 ax 9 or palm tree rope? Question 10 - Do you sometimes buy things. at the store? 
Question 11 - Do you like to play with other children? 
Question 12- Do you like'to come to school? 
Question 13 - Do you like to fight with other children? 
Question 14 - Would you speak to another child who does not belong to your tribe, 
such as a pygmy or (name one of the tribes familiar to the 
children) 1 
Question 15 - Is it all right to steal things if no one sees you? 
Question 16 - Do you think that your father and mother love you? 
Question 17- Do you always qbey your, .father and mother? 
Question 18 - IT your mother· or £ather·' gives you money to put in the Sunday School 
o££ering P do you always put it in the o££ering7 
Question 19 - Have you ever earned money yourself to give to God? 
Question 20 - IT someone asks you to help him 0 do you usually do so? 
Supplementary Test 9 page 19 
. 
11Turn your booklet around like this and draw a picture o£ a man in this space. 
Do the best that you can to show' me what a man looks like to you. 11 (The children 
should only be allowed a reasonable amount o£ time £or this task.. Help them to 
keep their attention on what the task is and to do it as quickly as they can.) 
Individual Testp page 20 
Test I - Part 1 
Record answers and evaluation on child's booklet. Encircle the number which 
indicates the child's response or which is your evaluation o£ his per£ormance. 
One indicates a very good response. two an average one and three a below average 
response. 
1. Which sound is the loudest? (Blow three times on the pitch instrument with 
di££erent degrees o£ volume.) 
. 2. Which sound has the lowest pitch? (Blow three di££erent notes on the instrument) 
J. Sing a song that you know. (Evaluate his performance as explained above.) 
4. Jini.tate the cry o£ a bush baby. (Evaluate this perf'ormance.) 
5. Imitate any sound which you of'ten hear as the sound o£ a drum. car 0 or chicken. (Evaluate his per£ormanca.) 
Test I - Part 2 
"Name a word that begins with same sound as each o£ these words. 11 (Check 
each word in which the sound is ide~tif'ied correctly. ) 
1. sita. 6. lelo 
2. mototo ?. tala 
3 .. £uru 8. koko 
4. buku 9o jumi 
5. potopoto 10. gita 
Test II 
8 
"Name as many of these letters as you can." (Check each letter named correctly.) 
i u e m t p 0 1 a n r b w y z d s v :f 
h g k j 
Test m 
11Count as many o£ these objects as you can. 11 (Give to the child a bundJe o:f 
3 0 panga sticks o Record the last number counted correctly o ) 
Test IV - Interyiew 
Record answe~ and at end of interview evaluate the child's language fac~ltty 
and his social confidence. "Now we are going to talk about you. As I ask a ques-
tion0 if you think of something else that you would like to tell me, just go right 
ahead and say it. 11. 
1. What is the n~e of your father? 
2. What is the name of your mother? 
3 • Who is your chief? 
4. Bow many brothers and sisters do you have? 
5. Are any of them in school? 
6. What games do you like to play? 
7. What other activities do you do in-your village? 
8. Why have you come to school? 
9. Have you attended school bef0re7 
10. What would you like to have more than anything else in the world? 
III. Scoring the Tests · 
A. Reading Readiness Tests 
L Count one point for each item answered correctly in Test 1 and record at 
the lower right hand corner of page 6. 
2. Count one point for each item answered correctly in Test 2 and record at 
the lower right hand corner of page 8. 
3p, Count one point for each item answered correctly in Test 3 and record at 
the lower- right··. hand corner of page · 9 ~ · :- '.r: ·; ~' ~- '·' '· 
4. For';Te·sto!f~··i'.Ollow the same procedure as abovel only record the total right 
at the lower left hand corner of page 10. 
5. For Test 5, count the total of words right in the last testing and multiply 
by 3. Record the resulting figure at the lower right hand corner of page 10. 
6. Take the scores obtained on the Individual Test, Test I, Parts 1 and 2, 
and Test II and multiply by three. Record the results on page 20. 
7. Add the sum of all reading readiness scores and record the total i~ the 
space provided. 
B. Arithmetic Readiness Tests 
1~ Count the number of items answered correctly and record the score at the 
lower right hand corner of page 17. Multiply by 3 and record. 
2. Take the score of Test III (Individual Test) and multiply by 3 and record. 
3. Find the sum of the two arithmetic scores and record on child,'s booklet. 
C9 Motor Coordination Test 
1. Re9ord .. tne number right of test 7 at the lower right hand corner of page 18 
and multiply by three. 
2p Record the product received on the front page of the child's booklet. 
D9 Personality Adjustment Test 
1. Record the raw score of Test 8 at the top of the page and multiply by 3. 
2. Record the product received on the front page of the booklet .. 
E~ The Interview 
Test IV of the Individual Test should yield two evaluations to be recorded 
on the child's bookletq One has to do with the ch~ld 1 s language facility. 
~rk 1 if the child speaks Bangala 1nthout difficulty, 2 if he shows average 
ability in the language, and 3 if he has poor facility. 
For the social confidence score 0 mark 1 if he is outgoing and volunteers 
in1,'ormation and answers the questions easily. Mark 2 will be his score if he 
answers the questions but doesn't bother to add additional information. Score 
him with a 3 ·if he manifests a tendency to be backward in answering the ques-
tion$ and seems to be withdrawng. 
9 
10 
e F. Evaluating the Drawing Test as :follows: 
E - inferior - :figure cannot be recognized. 
D - below average - :figure recognizable but arms and legs in one dimension only. 
C -average - proportion to parts, fingers, ears and other parts of face evident. 
B - above average - better proportion with arms and legs in two dimensions. 
A- superior -more detail, clothing, eyebrows, fingernails, etc. 
Summary: The status of each part of the test will be determined by obtaining the 
stanines o:f the raw scores and then evaluating the students as follows: 
stanines 1 
stanines J 
stanine 5 
stanines 6 
stanines 8 
and Z - inferior 
and 4 - below average 
- ~verage 
and 7 - above average 
and 9 - superior 
These evaluations are to be recorded on the front page of the booklet. After 
all scoring of the tests is completed, the data obtained should be recorded on 
the class record sheet. 
Examen 1 - Vocabu1aire 
L mu.ni (2) 
2o gudugudu (3) 
3. pikipiki (1) 
4o tala (2) 
5. koko (3) 
6o kanya (2) 
7. mutu (2) 
:~. batupa (1) 
9. masua (3) 
10o buku (2) 
11. llpombo (2) 
12. misa (1) 
Ex:am.en 2 - Classificatiori. 
1e groupe 
LA 
2. c 
J,. A 
4. B 
5. B 
6. c 
7. A 
8. B 
9o A 
·1o. c 
11. c 
12.. B 
13. A 
14. A 
15. c 
16. B 
17. c 
:18. c 
~-~ A 
2: A 3: c 
4~ c 
5o B 
- 6. A 
. -7o B 
···8. ,-c 
9. B 
1Q;, c 
11';; c 
12.; B 
13. B 
14. A 
15. c 
16. A 
17. B 
18. A 
Examen 3 - Perception visuelle 
1o 0 
2o u 
3. e 
4o m 
5· 1 
6. t 
7. p 
8. k 
9. b 
10. n 
11. r 
12. s 
13. y 
14. d 
.? l@s Reponses des Examens 
13 o katina (3) 
14. meme (1) 
15. gangala (2) 
16o kiti (3) 
17. kopp (3) 
18. zeri.ba (1) 
19. pota (1) 
20. kelikulu (2) 
21 • maboko (3) 
22. gita (1) 
23 • makako (3 ) 
24. misu (1) 
15. r 
16. g 
17. j 
18. v 
19. h 
20. w 
21. z 
3e groupe 
LB 
2 • .A 
3. A 
4. c 
5. B 
6. c 
?. A 
8~ B 
9o A 
10o C 
1L A 
12. c 
13. B 
14. A 
15o B 
16. c 
17. A 
18. B 
22. mama 
23. lela 
24o pata 
25. kula 
26. pilipili 
27. mokili 
28. libadu 
11 
25. paipai (3 ) 
26. kapitula (1) 
27. gwanza (3 ) 
28. njela (2) 
29. mbira (2) 
30. tambo (1) 
31 o danga (3) 
32. momenisa (1) 
33o wande (2) 
34. sapo (3) 
4e groupe 
LA 
2o c 
3o c 
4. B 
5o c 
6. B 
7o A 
8. c 
9o A 
10. B 
11. c 
12. A 
13. B 
14. A 
15o B 
16o A 
17 .. c 
18. B. 
-• 
Examen 4 - Phon~tigue 
1o 0 7o z 13 0 e 
2 .. u 8o W 14 .. v 
Jo r 9o i 15o k 
4., t 10., m 16., y 
5o b 1L p 17 0 s 
6., a 12., 1 18., n 
Examen 6 - Arithmetique 
1., Ndeti molai aliki (1) 
2., Ndako · mokuru aliki (3) 
3o Koko oyo azi na batoto mingi aliki (2) 
4o N:leti na waraga bekusi aliki (3) 
5o Nonungu muke (1) 
6o Bato~o mingi.te (2) 
7 o Ngilingi.li na katikati (2) 
8o Njela alima (1) 
9o Oyo na libosu (1) 
10o Kelili (3) 
11 o Gwanza pai na drwati · (3) 
12 .. Bandege kutambula na likolo molai aliki 
13o Meme nasima (1) ·· 
14o Gwanza pai na gosi (2) 
15o Bandege kutambula na si · (1) 
16., Sanduku ( carre) (3) 
17., Mboka oyo azi penipeni aliki (1) 
18 9 Babugbu mis~to (3) 
19 8 ffuqka oyo a~;i, molai a.lilQ. (?) 
20~ ~ongo m9kQ (0 
21~ l,>iidi (1) 
22s S~yaya ~ita (3) 
23.e KUo (2) 
24~ Se~~i n~ bo~tons mine (1) 
25~ Frank~ mQkQ (3.) 
26~ BAooutons libwa (2) 
27 q Litre (1) 
28 9 l!letre (J ) 
29e ~gk~ na batoto mibali (2) 
30a Pata moko (1) 
.31 9 Bandegi JllWam'bi (2) 
32P, ~aPukU mitano (1) 
33. e Ba.misu muke juiui (3) 
34~ Bakamioni, saba (2) · 
35e Babanana misato (3) 
.36 0 Fl-ank"- nP.sa~Q (1 r 
37~ Bawan:l.e sita (2) 
.38!) Eabogu mi'bali (3) 
.J9g ~ndeti na waraga misato (1) 
4oq Franka sita (2) 
4:1,9 l 42o a 
46 9 !.t 47 9 ;i 
12 
19o £ 
20o h 
21o g 
22 .. j 
23o d 
(1) 
EXamen 7 - Coordination motrice 
Soko mototo asalaki lilimbi pilamoko oyo na. examen 9 kufata des sin yango malamu 9 
kubusana. kipandi moko te~ opisi ye point 1 pua na bango mokomoko, oyo azi malamuo 
? Examen 8 - Personnalite 
1o Boyo 
2o Boyo 
)o Boyo 
ito Boyo 
5o Boyo 
6o Te 
?o Boyo 
8o Boyo 
9o Boyo 
10o Boyo 
Examen Suppl~mentaire - Dessin 
E - akukani te 
D - malamu mingi te 
C - malamu muke (akukani) 
B - malamu 
...... -.:. 
A - malamu pinza 
11o Boyo 
12o Boyo 
13o Te 
14o Boyo 
15o Te 
16o Boyo 
17o Boyo 
18o Boyo 
19o Boyo 
ZOo Boyo 
13 
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APPENDIX B 
Nom ~ ~ ~ 0 0 o- 0 
Garcon ou Fille 
J 0 0 
Ecole • 
Examen dsentree 
.. 1 ere annee ·' 
~ .. 
Age o 0 0 Date o • o 
Insti tuteur o o 
Che:f:ferie 0 0 0 0 
Territoire •ooooooo 
.A. 
B. 
c. 
Elcamens 
Lecture 
L I.angage Voc. 
Class. 
2. Perception Visuelle 
3· Sens Auditi:f 
4. Phonetique 
5o Nombre des mqts 
.Aritbme'tique 
1. Generale 
2. 
•1.1:_ ,_, i ~....~ h ~:J 
Objets Comptes 
.u. ~.~ ... ..). -::~· :::..· :,:•~,J;. s 
Las autres examens 
t 
Resultats 
-· 
Notes Totaux ,Stanines 
I 
/ 
I 
~ 
' 
Pour cent----=---(Percentile rank) 
-~ 
Groupes Remarques I 
I Speciales 
1. ~br.dination Motrice 
2. Personnalite 
-J-·-··Dessin 
4. Facilit6 de Lang. 
5. Evaluation :Pers. 
.. 
- I 
l 
I 
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